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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Poughkeepsie conducted a broad public engagement strategy as part of the implementation
of the Main Street Economic Development Strategy through the Innovation District Rezone of the Central
Business District (“CBD”). This report synthesizes the input received at several public and stakeholder
meetings held primarily during the period between January 2016 – May 2017. Engagement activities
included walking tours, facilitation of an interactive planning exercise, stakeholder roundtables, stakeholder
interviews, online surveys, and pop-up engagement efforts. Meetings were facilitated by staff members of
the City of Poughkeepsie, assistance by Hudson River Housing staff members, as well as representatives from
Kevin Dwarka Land Use & Economic Consulting LLC (“KDLLC”) and the Land Use Law Center (“LULC”), the
entity overseeing the initiative.
Stakeholders and the public were asked for feedback regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the Central
Business District, strategies for the revitalization of the study area, and finally input regarding the sub districts
and regulations of the proposed zoning for the CBD.
Once the various engagement efforts concluded, staff compiled all recorded comments for review and
analysis purposes. Staff examined these results to identify the participants’ most significant concerns and
planning strategies. A few overall themes emerged from the public engagement process:







Land Uses within the CBD are underutilized and zoning hinders the ability to maximize
development potential and a diversity of retail establishments. This includes suboptimal design
regulations.
There is a undersupply of Passive and Active Recreation, including aesthetically pleasing
pedestrian experiences
There is an Undersupply of Job Training and Educational Programs in the CBD
There is a need to meet the current and future housing needs of Poughkeepsie
There is poor circulation and connectivity of transportation and mobility within the CBD

The purpose of this Summary and the public engagement events observed within is trifold. First, the report
will serve as a public record of the events held and comments received in order to memorialize the outreach
process of the Innovation District Rezone. Furthermore, the information and anecdotes collected throughout
the engagement process will be instrumental in expanding and validating data presented within the project’s
Existing Conditions Report. Above all, however, the public input memorialized within this report will guide
the forthcoming strategy and redevelopment process of the Innovation District and Plan, thereby ensuring
that the plan is community-based and addresses those issues identified as most pertinent by residents and
stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION
The City of Poughkeepsie Central Business District offers a historic main street, government offices,
excellent access to regional rail service, a mix of uses, and a walkable urban form. The rezoning effort
seeks to capitalize on all these assets while redressing enduring concerns about building vacancy, crime,
public safety, open space, and underutilization of land. The rezone will implement planning concepts and
strategies to help reassert Poughkeepsie as the economic and cultural center of the Hudson Valley.
Community input and local buy-in play a foundational role in the revitalization process, and are considered
essential to the initiative’s success.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION METHODOLOGY & PROCESS
The Land Use Law Center staff held a series of public and stakeholder meetings to collect feedback from
residents. The primary purpose of these meeting was to identify priority issues, assets, challenges, and
strategies with regard to the CBD. City staff and the LULC solicited participation in the meetings using
websites, flyers, mailings, social media, telephone calls, and electronic announcements. During this outreach
effort, LULC staff held six public engagement sessions, including two pop-up sessions, five stakeholder
roundtable sessions, and an online survey. It also held open office hours for Common Council and City
Board members to attend to meet with staff to ask questions or voice concerns. Methodology for these
outreach efforts and meetings is described below.

OUTREACH METHODS
The City and LULC advertised and solicited resident and stakeholder participation in the Innovation District
Zone in several ways. A website was created on the City’s Development page at
http://cityofpoughkeepsie.com/building/planning#rezone as a place for interested citizens to find out
more regarding the planning initiative and future engagement efforts. Flyers were printed and distributed
throughout the CBD; at local businesses; at the City’s Planning and Department offices; and by stakeholder
representatives. LULC staff emailed a collective group of interested organizations to ask for their
assistance in reaching additional people. Further, the City distributed electronic announcements of this
public engagement process to City boards and councils and placed announcements through their various
outreach methods, including social media and newsletters. Appendix A presents the various outreach
flyers which were disseminated in posters, electronic announcements, and emails.
The following meetings were held to gather public input:




CBD Public Walking Tour – September 15, 2016 6:00 – 8:00 pm, Indotronix Building
Stakeholder Roundtable Discussions – November 9, 2016 (all-day), Dutchess Chamber of
Commerce
Zoning Strategies Public Meeting and Online Survey – November 17, 2016 6:00 – 8:00 pm,
Indotronix Building and March 8-31st (online survey)



Innovation District Proposed Zoning Public Meeting – May 17, 2017 6:00 – 7:30 pm, Union Tavern

Below is a summary of each event.

CBD PUBLIC WALKING TOUR
Approximately 40 citizens attended the walking tour and rezone introduction on September 15, 2016. The
purpose of this meeting was to inform citizens of the rezoning process and invite their participation future
involvement sessions. The Mayor gave introductory remarks and LULC staff advised participants of the
rezoning effort, study area, and details of the walking tour. Participants were broken up into 2 groups and
LULC staff facilitated discussion and observations at various sites on the tour. Hudson River Housing staff
took detailed notes of observations and conversations. During the tour, residents voiced a number of key
concerns that included code enforcement, historic preservation, recreational space, vacant buildings,
unproductive parking lots, retail services and needs, parking, need for housing stock, and public safety.

STAKEHOLDER ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS
The Land Use Law Center held a series of four roundtable discussions at the Dutchess County Regional
Chamber of Commerce on November 9th, 2016 from 10:00 am – 3:00 pm to discuss the Central Business
District (CBD) and how to build an economically vibrant downtown that helps to strengthen the City’s tax
base and maximize the value of the land downtown. The following notes capture comments received
during these meetings. Each roundtable lasted approximately one hour and was attended by
representatives from various stakeholder groups who are currently involved or interested in the
revitalization of the CBD. Stakeholder groups included local developers, financial, educational and medical
institutions, community organizations, and local merchants and landowners.
Land Use Law Center staff presented an overview of the project, and a PowerPoint presentation regarding
the opportunities of an innovation district; the economic benefits it could have for the City of
Poughkeepsie; and the identification of underused parcels of land that could be better utilized.
Participants were asked to comment and discuss three questions: (1) who is interested in coming
downtown; (2) what sort of new partnerships could be created between different stakeholders in the
Central Business District; and (3) what do you see as an opportunity for large vacant lots and underutilized
parking lots in the Central Business District? The information gathered through roundtable discussions
was both detailed and nuanced. The main themes of each discussion are therefore summarized below.
Creating a “Critical Mass” in the CBD
Stakeholders put high priority on the need for more people to live, recreate and work within the Central
Business District. A higher density of residents living and visiting the downtown would generate a “critical
mass” that would both support local businesses and generate more “feet on the street.” Suggestions
were made that the addition of a few 100 units would be a significant step towards the critical mass
needed to create a bustling and active downtown. Participants discussed the need to feel more
comfortable walking and recreating in the CBD during various times throughout the day. To support this
“critical mass” of residents living and lingering downtown, it was stated that the City would need to

encourage businesses to stay open later in the evening and to encourage uses in the CBD that provide
basic services, such as daily and weekly shopping needs.
Discussion was also had regarding how a vibrant and busy CBD would create a point of synergy between
other areas of Poughkeepsie that are also being revitalized, such as the waterfront and Middle Main. To
attain this, groups discussed the utilization of large surface parking lots within the CBD that are currently
underutilized, such as the Crannell Street parking lot. It was pointed out that the present supply of surface
parking lots throughout the CBD detracts from the walking environment and safety at night, and does not
create development patterns that will bring in future economic success and decreases the City’s tax base.
Suggestions were made that the large parking lots be turned into a mixtures of uses, including businesses
and housing that would further add people into the district. Participants discussed the idea of shared
parking, or other techniques to keep parking available at peak periods and to ensure critical parking within
the CBD is not lost, especially if the parking lots would be developed upon. Others suggested that parking
standards be modified in order to better encourage people to walk within the CBD.
Recreation & Community Life
All stakeholders were in agreement that the City requires more recreation services and community life
services, including more social activities, cultural events, parks and recreational programs that have the
ability to influence residents’ quality and enjoyment of life. Participants discussed having the CBD become
a place to live, work and recreate. Many participants commented that students of all ages would benefit
from such services, but that if provided, these services in the CBD would need to be linked to lower cost
transportation. Such transportation could take the form of a Main Street bus and biking routes. In
addition, many of the educational institutions discussed that their college students currently lack a sense
of what services, cultural or social activities exist within the CBD. Colleges in the area are placing students
in downtown Poughkeepsie for fieldwork, but there is little to encourage students to stay and hangout
after their work is complete. For example, Vassar has approximately 500 students per year placed in a
fieldwork positions. Many of those end up in Poughkeepsie doing their work, but the students don’t stay
to recreate in the City afterwards. This theme emerged even further as stakeholders felt that both
students and working professionals leave directly after work, as there is nothing to do in the City after
hours. People are currently coming in, working, and leaving right after work.
Stakeholders discussed the cultural and recreational services currently provided. The Mid-Hudson
Children’s Museum opened up a Science Center for training and educational purposes. The Mid-Hudson
Tech meetup was another activity highlighting a social activity bringing people to the CBD. Discussion was
also had around the importance of the arts and the numerous museums and places for the arts that could
be supported further; this included better showcasing the local art scene. Examples included a funded
Open Studio Day where artists have open doors, and people come to check out their work. The various
exhibits at Underwear Factory and Spark Media’s work in Poughkeepsie were also highlighted.
Discussion was also had regarding the creation of physical recreational and green space within the CBD.
Stakeholders commented that community parks are currently an eye sore and high crime areas. These
areas need to be revitalized and remarketed. The CBD rezone initiative could help in this area by requiring
developer contributions to a recreation fund. There was also mention of the vacant lots being utilized to
bring back a farmers’ market. There was some discussion of re-branding and marketing the CBD as a
sustainable neighborhood. One that included walking, biking, culture, retail, residential and community
life.

Lastly, some discussion centered upon the fact that various improvements in public safety are still of the
upmost priority within the community in order for social and cultural programs to thrive. To aid in the
efforts to bring community life back to Poughkeepsie, stakeholders discussed increased lighting and
cleanup efforts to promote enhanced safety within the area. Further code enforcement and a sign
regulation would also enhance the CBD.
Mixed Use Residential
Housing needs was a prevalent topic of discussion for stakeholders. Discussion was had on 1) the market
and need for mixed use residential and commercial; 2) need for student and millennial housing; 3) the
need to continue to provide affordable housing for current residents; while finding a balance between
market rate and affordable housing.
Developers reported a high demand for apartments within the City and the need to continue the mixed
use pattern of development within the CBD. Examples of successful projects were given including, the
Old Schwartz building, which was converted into an “artist” live/work space, with a restaurant (Artist
Palette) on the ground floor. Habitat for Humanity also discussed their model of work/live projects with
local business owners living above their businesses and how this could be introduced within the
Poughkeepsie CBD. They would be interested in investigating opportunities for locating some of these
projects in Poughkeepsie’s CBD. Habitat was also interested in protecting and supporting community
residents looking to stay in the community and have a good life. Suggestions were also had about even
lowering rents to keep desired residents and businesses within the area, occupying storefronts, and
paying some portion of rent. Developers also noted that a streamlined development process would also
save time and money to get projects underway.
Participants also acknowledged the need to capture college residents and staff, young professionals, and
medical professionals into Poughkeepsie. This included discussion on the demand and need for higher
quality apartments to offer residential opportunities to both current and new residents. For example,
Vassar Brother’s Hospital has traveling nurses, which the company often rents units to within
Poughkeepsie and would like to continue to find additional housing to meet this need.
Participants also discussed ways to maintain affordable housing options and a mixture of income levels to
celebrate and maintain the current diversity within the downtown, while bringing in new groups that can
add an increased consumer base to the City. Many participants concluded that the City needs a
combination of new workforce housing and high income housing. One suggested approach to achieving
this balance is beginning with truly mixed-income projects that provide middle-income units as well as
units affordable to low-income residents. The argument for this approach is that once the first 80-100
affordable housing units are built, gaining critical mass, then the City can move towards the model of 80%
market rate and 20% affordable in future housing projects. It was also noted that independent [i.e. nongovernment] and local management of these units will be key to ensure that projects are successful.
Finally, discussion was had regarding the significant proportion of vacant and abandoned buildings, in
which absentee and disinvested landlords were identified as a significant issue within the central business
district. New policies and stricter penalties by code enforcement were suggested as one way of addressing
this issue.
Partnerships

There is a vast array of entities within the area that could aid in the City’s revitalization efforts. Many
stakeholders thought the best way to do this would be to get these groups together in the same room to
have conversations about how they can partner together to engender a revitalized downtown
Poughkeepsie. Stakeholders discussed a desire to create partnerships between developers and local
colleges and universities to promote college living within Poughkeepsie. It was suggested that the four
colleges in the area might seek to band together to offer support to the local community through afterschool tutoring, and literacy programs for middle school and high school students within the local school
district. Each institution has intellectual capital that they could put together and offer support to the local
school system through tutoring and literacy programs. Stakeholders thought this to be vital to bringing
back young families with children to the city. Discussion was also had on the educational institutions
creating a shared collaborative space in the CBD that could hold other get-togethers such as cocktail and
coffee parties that would promote collaboration, networking, and innovative thinking.
An example similar to this would be the Family Partnership Center which has the purpose of fostering
collaboration between advocates, health, community, and education non-profit organizations and the
(Roy’s place). Dutchess Community College discussed their growing presence in the CBD and hope to offer
more ESL classes and high school equivalence classes in the future. Vassar College is involved with the
Environmental Cooperative Grant through the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC). They are partnered with Hudsonia, and have a grant to create a natural resource
inventory in Poughkeepsie. Finally, the upcoming opportunity of Pattern for Progress new grant to assist,
study, and collaborate with Latino entrepreneurial groups could be brought to Poughkeepsie. Participants
noted a strong emergence for Hispanic advocacy and entrepreneurial spirit (Gateways to Entrepreneurial
Tomorrow (“GET”). These examples represent current partnerships within the City, as well as possibilities
for growing partnerships in the future.
Employment & Economic Development
The topic of neighborhood economic development encompasses all economic dimensions of the CBD,
including local businesses, employment opportunities, workforce development and skills training.
Strategies were discussed for improving the education and employability of local residents. Within this
conversation, the need for tailored workforce development programs specifically designed to engage
youth was suggested. Currently, Hudson River Housing runs two job training programs – one for college
and high school students, and another for adults of all ages. Youth LEAP program matches youth in
colleges or high school to a local business on Main Street, pay for them to work there via grant funding.
Adult Employment Assistance & Training Station (“EATS”) is Hudson River Housing’s adult training
program. Nubian Directions was also highlighted as a successful skill training opportunity for local youth.
Many participants felt that job training and workforce development programs needed to be expanded
upon with other actors.
In regards to local business support, the roundtable discussion centered upon challenges and strategies
for better supporting the entrepreneurial activities of residents, creating incentives to open new
businesses, and ensuring more density of people in the CBD to ensure the success of local businesses. It
was suggested that there is a need to create a tax PILOT program, which would keep rents low when the
businesses are first starting out, and gradually increasing in taxes, as the community revitalizes itself. This
and other incentive programs were of particular importance for incoming businesses that could bring

something new to the community. Stakeholders further recommended that there be a creation of a
defined vision for the downtown, and then the City could incentivize businesses that meet the scope of
this vision. The City may also look to expand areas that can garner businesses under Startup New York.

ZONING STRATEGIES PUBLIC SESSION
Approximately 25 citizens attended the public engagement session on November 17, 2016. The purpose
of this meeting was to inform and obtain feedback from citizens regarding rezoning policies and strategies.
The Mayor gave introductory remarks and LULC staff gave an overview of the rezoning process and
timeline, the issues and opportunities as noted by residents during the walking tour, and proposed policies
and strategies for the CBD. Participants were asked to view various posters with images, issues, and
proposed policies and to comment via post-it notes regarding their feedback and suggestions. Appendix
B gives an overview of comments ascertained during the session. Due to the low turnout of citizens, the
staff used an online survey for further engagement by the public. Launched online on March 8th, the City
announced the survey on Facebook and on the City’s website. Sixty-one people took the survey. Appendix
C shows the questions and comments received online.

PROPOSED INNOVATION DISTRICT ZONING PUBLIC SESSION
On May 17, 2017 the consulting team led two engagement sessions to both notify, educate, and receive
feedback on the proposed innovation district zoning. Citizens were notified of the event through
Facebook, the City’s website, and through electronic blasts to those that had participated at prior
engagement efforts. Two Pop-Up engagement sessions took place. One at Mural Square on Main Street
and one in front of the Poughkeepsie Savings Bank on Market Street. Both sessions were held from 12:00
– 2:00 pm and attracted approximately 50 people during the course of the session. Popsicles were handed
out to participants and the consulting team engaged citizens on the street in conversation about the
proposed rezoning, including a description of the various sub districts and their regulations. The staff also
encouraged people to attend the scheduled evening event for more detailed information. Feedback was
recorded by the consulting team. From 6:00 – 7:30 pm, a third engagement session was held at Union
Tavern. Close to 50 people were in attendance. The consulting team gave a full presentation on why the
Central Business District is in need of a new zoning ordinance and how the regulations would change
under the new zoning, including describing the various zones typologies, the permitted land uses, the
minim lot coverage and height, and the parking requirements. In order to educate the public on the
technicalities of zoning, participants were asked to participate in an exercise that had people choosing a
development image, selecting a site in the new sub districts, and then participating in drawing the height,
footprint, and façade in conformance with the zoning regulations. See Appendix D for the handouts
provided and comments received.

APPENDIX A

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
BUILDING BLOCKS FOR REVITALIZATION

SHOP

MEET
PLAY HISTORIC PRESERVATION
DESIGN

ADAPTIVE REUSE

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 15TH 6PM-8PM
WHERE: INDOTRONIX BUILDING,14 CATHARINE ST.
NOTE: THIS IS A WALKING TOUR - PLEASE WEAR
COMFORTABLE SHOES AND BE PREPARED TO
EXPLORE AT A LEISURELY PACE.

PUBLIC
SPACE

JOIN US FOR A WALKING TOUR OF POUGHKEEPSIE’S DOWNTOWN.
HELP US HIGHLIGHT AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY, IDENTIFY SITE-SPECIFIC
ISSUES, AND BRAINSTORM DESIRED TYPES OF USES. TOGETHER, LET’S
REVITALIZE POUGHKEEPSIE, ONE BLOCK AT A TIME!

APPENDIX B

T ECHNICAL
From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Re:

M EM OR ANDU M

Natalie Quinn, KDLLC
Paul Hesse, Dutchess County and Tiffany Zezula, LULC
Kevin Dwarka, KDLLC
January 17th, 2017
Summary of 11/17/16 Rezone Poughkeepsie Public Workshop

The Land Use Law Center and Kevin Dwarka LLC held a public workshop in the Indotronix International
building at 14 Catherine Street on November 17, 2016 from 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm. The workshop was held
to discuss potential policies of the Rezone Downtown Poughkeepsie initiative that aim to build an
economically vibrant Central Business District (“CBD”) to strengthen the City’s tax base and maximize the
value of downtown properties.
Following a brief overview of the project, the consulting team presented 24 policy posters, each indicating
a specific issue or existing condition, a potential policy to address said issue, and an illustrative image. The
24 presented policies fall within one of six topic areas: land use, urban environment & design, circulation,
culture & recreation, economic development, and housing.
Each poster also included a “tell us what you think” component that prompted participants to answer a
survey question and provide feedback related to each proposed policy.
On a blank poster, participants were encouraged to leave comments and recommendations on topics that
were not represented on the posters. All comments were left anonymously on post-it notes and are
summarized in the sections below.
Appendix A includes a full recording of all comments left by participants. Appendix B includes the policy
posters as they were presented at the workshop.

Land Use
Potential Land Use Policies
1. Incentivize Mixed Use Development on Underutilized Surface Parking Lots
2. Facilitate Adaptive Reuse of Commercial Buildings to Enable Residential Uses
3. Reform Parking Policy to Reduce Developer Requirements to Build On-Site Parking and Instead Mandate Them to
Contribute to Shared Parking or Parking Development Funds
4. Support a Greater Variety of Retail Offerings by Increasing the Residential Population and Thereby Increasing the
Consumer Base

The four potential policies presented within the land use topic area all seek to address issues of
underutilized space and improve the diversity of uses present in Poughkeepsie’s CBD. The first two
suggested policies in this section identified underutilized surface parking lots and vacant commercial
buildings as potential sites on which the new zoning code could be crafted to encourage mixed use
development. Many participants voiced support for these policies and noted the Crannell Street parking
lot as one that is consistently underutilized, while others recommended alternative solutions to inefficient
parking lots, such as the construction of underground parking structures or the planting of landscaping to
improve aesthetics. Participants also identified specific historic buildings, including the Up to Date
building, the former Woolworths, and Poughkeepsie Savings Bank among others in the CBD as ideal
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candidates for adaptive reuse. Other comments described building uses that residents would like to see,
including housing, shared work spaces, and subsidized office space for non-profit and minority owned
small businesses.
In anticipating new housing development in the CBD, a third potential policy recommended a reformed
parking policy that would reduce developer parking requirements and encourage contributions towards
shared parking. Each of the twelve comments left in response to this policy support a reduction in parking
requirements, as long as certain stipulations are met, such as better utilization of municipal lots, the
provision of shared parking structures, and developer contributions to a public transportation fund.
The fourth land use policy suggested that increased residential development in the CBD would be able to
support a greater diversity of retail offerings. When asked what types of shops and businesses they would
like to see more of, residents suggested art galleries, craft shops, coffee shops, antiques and gift stores.
Other participants recommended recreational equipment shops catering to cycling and camping activities,
while others suggested businesses that would stay open later, such as mid-priced restaurants and bars.

Urban Environment & Design
Potential Urban Environment & Design Policies
1. Adopt New Design Regulations that Improve the Use of the Current Plaza as a True Space for Public Gathering
2. Seek Certification of Main Street as a Historic Main Street through National Trust for Historic Place’s Main Street
Program and Adopt Historic Design Guidelines
3. Require Minimum Lot Coverage so That New Infill Development Must Cover at Least 50% of the Lot
4. Establish Stricter Design Guidelines for Façade Appearance and Maintenance
5. Provide Design Guidelines that Regulate the Size, Dimension, and Color of Signage to Create a More Uniform
Appearance on Main Street
6. Facilitate Improved Street Clean-up and Waste Management

Zoning regulations affect the aesthetic design of buildings and the spaces between buildings. Policies
within the topic area address the design of public plazas, preservation of historic character, articulation
of building facades, signage, and general streetscape improvements.
In support of a policy that would define design regulations for public plazas, participants at the workshop
noted these spaces would be made more inviting through the inclusion of more green (flower boxes,
trees, gardens, etc.), water features, and artwork or sculptures.
In response to proposed policies regarding historic preservation and façade design, participants identified
buildings not only on Main Street, but throughout the study area that they felt were important to
Poughkeepsie’s historic character. While still preserving historical character, the majority of participants
agreed that some variation of façade design was desirable, and that too strict design regulations would
lead to unattractive uniformity.
Similarly, responses differed on the degree to which a policy should be implemented to regulate signage
in the CBD. Some participants advocated for uniform signage with a cohesive color and design, while
others voiced concern that onerous guidelines would delay the approval process for businesses and that
uniform signage would be “cookie-cutter” and boring.
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Circulation
Potential Circulation Policies
1. Enlist New Housing Developers to Help Contribute to the Design, Development, and Delivery of Transit Connections
between Downtown and the Train Station
2. Provide Better Information and Signage Directing Customers to Available Parking in Nearby Structured Parking Lots
3. Introduce More North-South Alley Punch-Through Streets to Facilitate North and South Pedestrian Movements
4. Work with NYS DOT to Pedestrianize the Arterials Via Reduced Curb Cuts and Turning Movements, Pedestrian
Crossings, Landscaping, and Sidewalk Improvements

Potential circulation policies address public transportation, parking, north-south connections, and the
softening of the arterials.
While a zoning code cannot provide public transportation directly, one potential policy that could be
implemented to support the transit improvement would be to require new housing developers in the area
to contribute to a transit fund focused on improving transit connections between the Poughkeepsie Train
Station and the CBD. Workshops participants overwhelmingly supported this policy and recommended a
shuttle system like the one implemented in Beacon.
For those visitor and residents travelling by car rather than train, a second potential policy in this section
suggested the provision of informational signage to better direct customers to available parking lots and
structures in the CBD. In response to this proposal many participants commented that a reasonable
distance to expect customers to walk from their car to a destination would be anywhere from 1 to 3
blocks.
In regards to the last two policies proposed in this section, participants generally agreed that pedestrian
circulation could be improved in the CBD by adding more north-south alley punch-through streets to break
up existing super blocks, and by working with New York State DOT to pedestrianize the arterials through
traffic calming measures and improved crosswalks.

Culture & Recreation
Potential Culture & Recreation Policies
1. Designated Areas Within the Downtown for Urban Pocket Parks, Playgrounds, And Outdoor Sporting Activities
2. Provide Street Design Guidelines That Foster a Pedestrian Oriented, Aesthetically Pleasing Experience for Pedestrians,
Especially Along Main and Market Street
3. Through Consistent Directional Signage, Establish A Historic Walking Tour of Poughkeepsie’s Key Historic Buildings
4. Establish Design, Density, and Infrastructure Regulations That Help to Create Identifiable Gateways at Key
Intersections

The first two proposed policies in the Culture & Recreation topic area aim to improve the quality of public
space in Poughkeepsie’s CBD by designating more space for parks, playgrounds, and recreation, but also
through street design guidelines to foster a pedestrian oriented, aesthetically pleasing environment. In
response to a survey question requesting the identification of suitable lots for play spaces and parks,
suggestions included Mural Square, the lot adjacent to the Up to Date building, and near the
transportation hub on Market Street to provide play space for young children and mothers waiting for the
bus.
In regards to the design of these public spaces, some participants felt that the spaces should be unique
and one-of-a-kind, whereas other felt that simply adding movable seating and palette furniture could be
hugely successful. In response to a request for street design suggestions, some participants supported
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major circulation changes, such as green alleys for north-south cut-troughs and parking reconfiguration,
whereas others suggested beatification measures, such as planters along street edges, murals and public
art space, or a water feature.
The creation of a historic walking tour in Poughkeepsie through directional signage was the third policy
proposed within the section on Culture & Recreation. None of the participants voiced opposition to this
potential policy, but in addition to specific sights that could be included on such a walking tour, some
participants suggested integration with the already existing walkway signage and the translation of
signage into multiple languages.
Also related to signage and orientation, the fourth and final policy recommendation in the Culture &
Recreation topic area suggested the creation of identifiable gateways at key intersections leading into the
CBD through design, density and infrastructure regulations. Again, participants overwhelmingly supported
this proposed policy, but differed in their opinion of the most appropriate locations to establish gateways.
Many recommended intersections along Main Street, from Market Street to Hamilton Street, while others
felt that intersections at the arterials would be most important to encourage drivers to enter the CBD
rather than bypass it.

Economic Development
Potential Economic Development Policies
1. Facilitate Partnerships Between Private Developers and The City on The Redevelopment of Key Building Sites
2. Invest in The Public Realm to Foster a More Attractive Business Environment That Welcomes Tenants and Customers
3. Foster Partnerships Between Higher Education Institutions to Locate Satellite Campus Facilities on Vacant Lots Owned
by The City

Policies within the Economic Development topic area aim to address issues of patronage and cashflow for
local CBD businesses, as well as the economic mobility opportunities of Poughkeepsie residents at large.
Vacant buildings and spaces in the CBD are currently having negative impacts on the property values and
cash flows for local property owners. Two separate policies were proposed to address this issue. First, a
policy was proposed to facilitate partnerships between the city and private developers to strategically
redevelop key sites within the CBD. Participants responded to this policy by identifying key parcels in the
study area, including the Up to Date building, Poughkeepsie Savings Bank, French Patisserie, and Mural
Square, that could catalyze revitalization efforts. The second policy aims to improve the cash flow of local
business owners by investing in the public realm to foster a more attractive shopping environment. When
asked what improvements would be key to creating a vibrant shopping district, participant suggestions
included holiday lights, banners, outdoor seating, landscaping, murals and programed events such as trickor-treating, First Fridays, weekly concerts or a holiday market.
A third economic development policy suggestion identified an undersupply of job training and educational
programs in the study area and recommended the fostering of partnerships with higher education
institutions to locate satellite campuses and facilities on vacant city-owned parcels in the CBD. In relation
to this policy, residents were asked what types of job training or learning opportunities they felt would do
well downtown. Some responses suggested specific training programs for HVAC, plumbing and electric,
computers, and other vocational trades as well as assistance for entrepreneurs and small-enterprise.
Other recommended playing into each institutions strength by having CIA offer culinary pop-ups and
classes or Marist and Vassar sending their education students to tutor and help local high schoolers.
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Others felt that training centers in storefronts along Main Street would not improve activity, and instead
encouraged restaurants and retail shops to draw patrons.

Housing
Potential Housing Policies
1. Ensure that Density and Design Requirements Allow for a Diverse Supply of New Housing Units, Including Studios, One
Bedrooms, and Two Bedrooms to Ensure a Range of Price Points
2. Foster Partnerships Between Higher Education Institutions to Build Student Housing Downtown
3. Assist Developers In Securing Affordable Housing Subsidies And Loans From Available Finance Streams

The first proposed housing policy addresses the need for affordable housing by diversifying the type, size,
and cost of new units. While some residents felt other locations outside of the CBD were better suited for
large multi-family structures, others recommended the Up to Date building and Crannell Street parking
lot as potential sites. A few participants also questioned whether density and diverse supply would be
enough to guarantee affordable housing. To further this point, the second housing policy noted that the
construction of affordable housing often requires subsidy and innovative financing, and thus asked
residents whether they supported a policy that would encourage the city to assist developers in securing
subsidies and loans to build multi-family affordable housing. In general, nearly all responses supported
the construction of affordable housing to some degree.
The third housing policy suggested that new large apartment buildings in the CBD could take the form of
student housing for many of the surrounding educational institutions. When asked whether or not they
supported student housing downtown, the majority (8 out of 13) responses supported the placement of
student housing downtown, but noted that improved transportation and perception of safety would need
to be addressed in order to make such a scenario practical.
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Rezone Downtown Poughkeepsie
Issues, Potential Policies, Survey Questions, and Feedback Collected at 11/17/16 Public Workshop
The matrix below records the issues, potential policies, and survey questions presented to participants at the Rezone Downtown Poughkeepsie public workshop on
November 17, 2016 at Indotronix International, located at 14 Catherine Street in Downtown Poughkeepsie. Twenty-four posters were laid out around the meeting
space, with each poster presenting an existing issue, a potential policy intervention to address said issue, and a survey question to prompt specific and direct responses
to each proposed policy intervention. Participants were asked to record comments and survey responses onto post-its and to attach each post-it to the corresponding
policy poster. This feedback is presented in the fourth column of the matrix below and has been left in raw format, recording each comment exactly as it was written
to preserve a true record of each participants’ response. Comments and survey responses have not been organized into any particular order and a “(?)” has been
inserted at points where hand-written text was illegible to the recorder.
LAND USE
Issue
Surface Parking Lots are a
Suboptimal Use of Space
in a City’s Central
Business District

Potential CBD Policy
Incentivize Mixed Use
Development on
Underutilized Surface Parking
Lots

Survey
Which parking lots in the study area are
underutilized and should be prioritized
for development?

Commercial Buildings are
Underutilized

Facilitate Adaptive Reuse of
Commercial Buildings to
Enable Residential Uses

Identify underutilized commercial
buildings that are ripe for adaptive
reuse.

Parking Requirements for
New Development
Require Developers to
Build Vacant Space and
Hinder the Ability to

Reform Parking Policy to
Reduce Developer
Requirements to Build OnSite Parking and Instead
Mandate Them to Contribute

Do you support the reduction of parking
requirements for new developments?

Comments & Survey Responses

Plant trees or community gardens in 2-3 places within existing parking lots

Crannell Street; Cannon Street

Just south of WB arterial; Catherine & rt. 44/55 WB by Hamilton

Yes, redevelop, don’t need seas of parking

Mill Street; Hamilton/Catherine

Parking lots need to be utilized more efficiently. We need designated affordable
spots for employees that are safe & well lit

More underground parking

Cannon lot always full and makes it harder for customers to reach business

Hamilton/Mill parking lot is almost never full. Turn into some sort of community
catalyst

Safe spaces for street people

331 Main St (LLC Properties)

385 Main Up To Date Bldg

Shared work space for people from same industry, freelancers

Subsidized office space for non-profit organizations and minority owned small
businesses

Yes – more apartments/residents. Is working, need more!

Indotronix; 385 Main; Up to Date; Civic Center

Up to Date; 19 Academy; 331 Main (Indot.); Old City Drug (corner); Old Woolworths

POK Savings Bank would be fabulous art gallery!

Yes, parking requirements should be reduced. Utilizing existing municipal lots for
overnight parking for local residents could help

Spaces must be within 2 blocks of each unit; Deck parking ½ height of building (1 or 2
stories)

Loosen parking requirements; more apartments

Yes, but only within mandatory shared parking structures
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Maximize Development
Potential




to Shared Parking or Parking
Development Funds




Low Patronage and
Diversity of Retail
Establishments

Support a Greater Variety of
Retail Offerings by Increasing
the Residential Population
and Thereby Increasing the
Consumer Base

What types of shops and businesses
would you like to see more of in the
Central Business District?


















URBAN ENVIRONMENT & DESIGN
Issue
Potential CBD Policy
The Pedestrian Space in
Adopt New Design
Front of Mid-Hudson Civic Regulations that Improve the
Center is Aesthetically
Use of the Current Plaza as a
Unpleasing &
True Space for Public
Unprogrammed
Gathering

Survey
What design aspects (i.e. landscaping,
benches, tables, etc.) would make for a
more inviting space?

Consider parking maximums and on-street parking where possible
Okay to reduce parking IF a developer contributes an amount to public
transportation fund – or – funds the building of a bus shelter. Ask new development
to finance improvements to public trans.
Absolutely need less/smarter parking in CBD
Yes, downtown parking should be consolidated to fewer locations (preferable
structured) with more parking spaces
Yes, as little parking as possible
Allow municipal parking within 300 feet be considered into the formula
Build on 1 lot with integrated parking – study impact
Yes, but there must be access to safe parking
More art galleries / exhibit space / sculpture parks
Places for window shopping; more mid-priced restaurants (low and high prices now);
bakery
People = shops
Mid-priced restaurants, cafes, co-working spaces, specialty retail (office/art supplies,
used book store, etc.). Encourage later opening hours, until 8pm at least.
Shops that support the local residents & needs
Shops that encourage lingering – craft shops, art & artists, coffee shops, but need
feel safe for patronage
Non-Profit EDUs; Bike shop; camping shop; art gallery; more restaurants
Somehow procure business that doesn’t exist locally except White Plains; Albany:
Danbury (1) Apple Store (2) Medical Marijuana
Musical coffee house; organic food market; antiques; artisan craft
More restaurants & bars (diverse from current offerings; more service businesses
(dry cleaners, etc.); specialty shops (Baker/Candy Store/Gift Store)
We need rules that cap duplicitous business within same block (beauty shops,
bodegas, etc.)
Shops with enough business to stay open

Feedback

Fountain/water feature; more artwork/sculpture

Replace sign board + all that driving space – just ugly now; Fountains, benches, trees
– some water feature in warm weather. Wd invite people to eat lunch there if nice

Less paving, more seating. Eliminate drop off.

A sitting area surrounded by green space. Like Washington Square or Union Square in
NYC. It attracts all kinds of folk. Farmer’s market.

Private Property. Redevelopment plan needs City help/push

Green/garden/park like. Chicago has some great examples around the “egg”
structure

Active art installation

Landscaping; trees
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Main Street is Not
Designated as a Historic
District

Seek Certification of Main
Street as a Historic Main
Street through National Trust
for Historic Place’s Main
Street Program and Adopt
Historic Design Guidelines

Which buildings along Main Street would
you most
like to see preserved?


















Current Zoning
Regulations Allow for
Vacant Space

Require Minimum Lot
Coverage so That New Infill
Development Must Cover at
Least 50% of the Lot

Identify lots downtown that have
negative space due to small building
footprints.












Building Facades are
Deteriorated,
Inconsistent, &
Unattractive

Establish Stricter Design
Guidelines for Façade
Appearance and Maintenance

Do you feel that façade variation is
desirable or that it lessens the overall
attractiveness of downtown?




Less concrete; more plants & trees; shade; benches/places to sit & enjoy
Bike racks; plantings in tree wells, pop up parks; more green
Benches, bike racks, nicer sidewalks, plants/trees
Less concrete more grass
Water fountain. Seating, flowers, color!
Elting Bldg.; Up to Date; Alex’s corner; brick row building; original buildings with
lovely top facades- generally between Main + Ham.
There needs to be guidelines stipulating façade & keeping architecture true to
building. When buildings are not visibly lovely then owners need to be fined daily
until the exterior is brought up to zoning guidelines
Little girl picture near old trolley depot
Do it with big marketing push from Chamber & POK Alliance
Financial help to restore old buildings
Elting, French patisserie (the one with the awesome terra-cotta façade)
Elting; 325-330, Luckey Platt, Historic Row Academy to Garden + Chase Bank; most of
Market
All brick buildings
21 Market Street; Poughkeepsie Savings Bank Building – imitate Karpeles Museum in
Newburgh which took over a former Marble grandiose dignified bank building
Not specifically on Main but – I really regret the Armory going to non-profit religious
status – it had a basketball court – we need youth recreation. It has “classrooms,” it is
unique architecture
Definitely make downtown a historic district! It will maintain the character and
preserve building that will attract visitors
All the county buildings
20 (+/-) Cannon Street (Old Bank Building)
Turn empty spaces into community gardens. Some of these gardens can be cosmetic
+ sitting areas, others can be for community organizations to grow produce
Yes, and require some vacant space to be permeable/planted, not just paved
community garden space would be an excellent use
Planning dept. needs to require more plantings
More sculpture & public art in vacant space – and an “express yourself” public access
mural
Either minimum coverage or require developers to use “vacant” space on their lots
for public space
Yes, make building cover more lots
Hamilton & Arterial (old gas station location) _____(?) imperial lounge lot.
No way. Must be space/area(?) downtown(?) i.e. Market to Hamilton on Main is zero
setback area
Façade variation is great because visual differences are way more appealing for
pedestrians
Don’t necessarily think “uniform” facades are attractive, but some
enforcement/incentives for maintenance/ neatness would be great
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Signage is Sometimes
Unattractive and
Inconsistent

Provide Design Guidelines
that Regulate the Size,
Dimension, and Color of
Signage to Create a More
Uniform Appearance on Main
Street

What type of signs would you like to see
downtown? What design aspects do you
dislike?













Excessive Litter on Streets
and Sidewalks Creates an
Uninviting Environment
for Residents and Visitors

Facilitate Improved Street
Clean-up and Waste
Management

What do you feel is the most effective
way to address Poughkeepsie’s litter
problem? More bins, educational
campaign, monthly clean-up committee,
etc.?












Variation is nice if ---(?) and general feel of particular block should be restored!
Originals are lovely
I like some variation – provides more interest
Greater the variation the greater the interest
Create a façade district with clear design guidelines. Encourage variation
Façade variation is acceptable so long as a constant theme is maintained (with a
preference for maintaining/restoring/mimicking historical façade elements
Historic District _______(?) Enforcement?
Tipping Point – one broken window, ensures a second broken window – enforce code
I like variation. If you want uniformity, the Manhattan glass high rises are a disturbing
example. Ideally what you want is clean, restored, and preserved – whatever it looks
like
Façade variation is good within reason. Establish guidelines for height, spacing of
openings, color range, etc. include guidance for awnings, overhangs, seating
Small; unique
Updated design guidelines w/ cohesive color and design for Main St. businesses
(keep up with Middle Main branding)
Enforce present code
Uniform signage; updated; big enough to see before you accidently pass it
Not just sometimes; no guidelines online ______(?)
Form-based code, establish a range of colors /style for signage + fenestration to
create cohesive feel
Uniform signage looks cookie cutter boring – I would encourage creativity and
innovative signage – what you could use is size guidelines. I also think neon is okay –
but size discrepancies need a code
Signs should have appeal + nor serve as billboards! Tasteful and in keeping with
architecture. Some tasteful illumination where in keeping w/ arch. Would be nice
Eliminate all LED strip; nicely done blare(?) signs; Quality + good Design via approval
Some guidelines are helpful but concern would be not to make the approval process
too onerous for businesses
We need a decent sign ord please! Too many open signs
Visibility(?) ok; Quality design standards
#PoughKeepItClean; education in schools; working with DPW; more bins; business
commitment to cleaning storefront
Volunteer cleanup as well as monthly clean-up committee; recycling bins on streets
Bins + recycle bins
More street cleaning + return garbage cans
Pay homeless to clean up
Bins; monthly clean up
Clear policies on resident & commercial waste disposal; better signage on bins;
better enforcement; effective street cleaning with alt. side parking
Dpp (?) is about to test pole mounted little bins; awareness campaign; ambassador
type program
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CIRCULATION
Issue
Downtown is Not
Connected to the Train
Station

There are Mixed Feelings
about the Impact of
Metered On-Street
Parking on Local Business
Development

Potential CBD Policy
Enlist New Housing
Developers to Help
Contribute to the Design,
Development, and Delivery of
Transit Connections between
Downtown and the Train
Station

Survey
On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is
improved bus service between
downtown and the train station?

Provide Better Information
and Signage Directing
Customers to Available
Parking in Nearby Structured
Parking Lots

What is a reasonable distance to expect
a customer to walk from their car to a
destination?

True
Teach your children well ….
We need to fund a way to make young people not want to litter. A campaign to make
it uncool
High school credit for p/u. If high school student artwork was displayed in vacant
storefronts 1) student’s parents/relatives would come downtown to see and admire
2)No litter, perhaps artists would like their artwork to not be marred by crap in front
of “their” display

Feedback

5 (very important)

4

4

5

5

5

4

Need Bus

4-5

Marvel at the bike lift up the hill- Folk come from ALL OVER! Or just put in a bus ->
not that exciting

5. Also improved signage, bike lanes; etc. for people walking, biking, and on bus

Shuttle service like in Beacon

1-2 blocks

75 seconds

0.1 mile + there should be some “free” time for quick errands to encourage more
people to come

An aside note – why not make it a city-wide metered system – i.e. if I pay for
parking, then move a few blocks further to another business/errand – let the
parking slip still be valid

(above) this is intriguing – it facilitates movement which allows new cars/customers,
which is one reason paid parking meters was implemented.

2-3 city blocks

0.1 miles

About ¼ mile but will go a little more if there is cool stuff to look at

½ block -> unless there are multiple destinations within a few blocks
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Super Blocks Interrupt
North-South Connections

Introduce More North-South
Alley Punch-Through Streets
to Facilitate North and South
Pedestrian Movements

Are there other locations where you
would like to see pedestrian walkways
like Liberty Street?

The Central Business
District is Walled Off by
Arterials that are Under
the Purview of NYS DOT

Work with NYS DOT to
Pedestrianize the Arterials Via
Reduced Curb Cuts and
Turning Movements,
Pedestrian Crossings,
Landscaping, and Sidewalk
Improvements

Have you experienced difficulty or
unsafe situations while trying to cross
the arterials? If so, at what particular
location(s)?



















CULTURE & RECEREATION
Issue
There is an Undersupply
of Passive and Active
Recreation Areas

Potential CBD Policy
Designated Areas Within the
Downtown for Urban Pocket
Parks, Playgrounds, And
Outdoor Sporting Activities

Survey
Identify lots that would be suitable for
pocket parks and recreation spaces. What
types of equipment or activities would
you like to see in these spaces?

Needed to force space turnover; S/B priced at same or higher rate than lots
Yes, sign parking better, and enforce meter time limits; people will walk 1 or 2
blocks, if it’s a nice walk
Every block!
Yes, keep them pedestrian + integrate green infra.
In between Garden + Catherine (behind Mid-Hudson Heritage Center)
I like the idea of a bike lane crossing the arterials
And pedestrian + bike lanes across arterial
Must have destination. Walk to where?
Consistent standards for store facades
All blocks should be open
Open all blocks!
Main Street at WB arterial is lethal; Civic Center Plaza + Market is horrible; Main
Street + Westbound arterial
Market & Westbound Arterial; Main & Westbound Arterial
Arterials are scary and unappealing for pedestrians and cyclists. Slow down traffic
overall + more crossings
In reality, most intersections if must choose. We’ve had several deaths.
Yes, please more crossings + bike lanes, less car lanes. Really don’t need more than
2 lanes of traffic
Main + Cannon @ the arterials; Maybe have flashing walk/don’t walk ped signals to
help know when to cross
True, but does this stop us from requesting upgrades to service they do (mostly
don’t) supply?
Marist College initially had a flashing in ground squares system for at-grade
crossing, before the underpass under Rt.9 was constructed. It alerted cars that a
pedestrian was attempting to cross.

Feedback

Where the Farmers market was just east of Barney Building

More sculpture/murals. Could a playground be placed in the transportation hub
across from civic center? (High -liability). Where do mothers with their kids sit and
wait for the bus?

Agreed, totally support this. Green spaces provide community opportunities sorely
needed

Adjacent to 1 civic center plaza

Lot near De Cordova plaza; seating – cool stuff like high line

Mural square; lot near DeCordova

Think unique different one-of-a-kind; Nowhere else; only here; you’ve got to see
this!

Adjacent to up to date building (private owned?)
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Downtown’s Street
Network Does Not
Function as Public Space

Provide Street Design
Guidelines That Foster a
Pedestrian Oriented,
Aesthetically Pleasing
Experience for Pedestrians,
Especially Along Main and
Market Street

What types of pedestrian amenities would
you most like to see?











Poughkeepsie’s Rich
Architectural Heritage Is
Not Recognized

Through Consistent
Directional Signage, Establish
A Historic Walking Tour of
Poughkeepsie’s Key Historic
Buildings

Identify key attractions that should be
included in a historical walking tour of
Poughkeepsie.









The Central Business
District of Poughkeepsie
Lacks Identifiable
Gateways

Establish Design, Density, and
Infrastructure Regulations
That Help to Create
Identifiable Gateways at Key
Intersections

Identify intersections that you feel are the
most appropriate “gateways” to the
central business district.










ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Issue

Potential CBD Policy

Survey

Yes. Simple interventions like movable seating, palette furniture, etc. can be
hugely successful. Think about running a design/build program with local art
students and high school students
True- who pays for them
Bike racks and creative alignment of parking to give more space for bike traffic.
Consider platters, etc. in a “feature strip” along the curb edge of the sidewalk
The “mall” experiment was a disaster. Not sure where amenities could go, but
space for active art. Gathering spaces.
Plantings; welcoming banners; pole mounting litter bins (about to be tested!); bike
racks; occasional sculpture
Murals; some place you can take your shoes off
Yes, but how will you deal with traffic?
Green alleys for north/south cut throughs. Market St should have a lane removed,
create a planted buffer along the street edge, enhanced plaza and gathering
spaces
That would have to have enough people to start with
Chalk-drawing opportunities; paint a mural/graffiti opportunities; water feature;
pose with a cardboard background & parents photo their kids
True – need activist + historic commission
Courthouse; Bardavon; Site of Nelson House
Destination signage
Don’t know but would like to see a list prepared by knowledgeable professional
historian
Walkway signage is pretty good (Hooker + S. Hamilton
Continue signage at least in 2 languages. Many tourist come and are lost when
they walk to the walkway
Barrett House, Library & Fountain, Eastman Park, Garfield/Academy, Historic
Districts, Springside
Mill St + Civic Center Plaza; Church + Market
All the intersections on Main + those on Market should be prioritized
Signage on the arterials that encourage people to turn onto Main St.
(1) Main Street @ Catherine/Academy intersection, (2) Westbound Arterial @
Hamilton (CBD Brand), (3) Eastbound Arterial @ Columbus Drive (CBD Brand)
Academy Rt. 9 to Main
Focus on Main from Flowers(?) Circle Vassar as our commercial artery WITH
TRANSIT!
Yes. Main + Market and Main + Hamilton especially
Academy/Main; Market/Main

Feedback
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Vacant Buildings Along
Main Street Lower
Property Values
Throughout the Central
Business District

Facilitate Partnerships
Between Private Developers
and The City on The
Redevelopment of Key
Building Sites

Identify vacant buildings or vacant lots
that are key to revitalizing the image of
downtown Poughkeepsie.









Vacant Spaces
Throughout CBD Reduce
Cash Flows for Property
Owners

Invest in The Public Realm to
Foster a More Attractive
Business Environment That
Welcomes Tenants and
Customers

What improvements are key to making
downtown a welcoming shopping
experience?















There is an Undersupply
of Job Training and
Educational Programs in
the CBD

Foster Partnerships Between
Higher Education Institutions
to Locate Satellite Campus
Facilities on Vacant Lots
Owned by The City

What type of job training or learning
opportunities would you like to see
located downtown?










Up to Date building, Mr. Cordova; More commercial businesses in social security
building / Luckey Platt
Please ensure public voices are heard + valued in any public/private partnerships
Up-to-date; Crannell Lot; Cannon Street
Up to date; POK Savings Bank would be amazing art gallery
Mural square
French Patisserie building should be taken over + re-opened (as a branch of CIA
safe?) as a coffee / pastry shop. Preserve the historic façade + structure , it is
architecturally significant
Although the Armory is technically not “vacant” I frankly think it is wrongly out of
“commission” as a valuable iconic unique, tourist-attracting structure. It is
strategically located, it is historic, it draws notice and attention & should be
artist/youth/history center
CIA pop up shop in existing restaurant *They need student transport!
CIA pop-up craft brewery
True but other costs too high (tax/sanitation/etc.)
400 + 500 blocks really need investment
I love 125th in NYC! We should have lights and banners like this on Market Street
Activities: things happening downtown that draw people i.e. First Friday concept
Problem with too many non-profits not paying PILOTS
Outdoor seating; outdoor amenities like Highline; murals
Cleaning up sidewalks, encouraging outdoor seating, displays, planters along the
street to enliven the space. Programming events among businesses too – i.e. a
trick-or-treating event, holiday market, etc.
Do projects (like the 125th Holiday lights) that create a sense of pride and place
downtown
Big enough parking lots, benches, bike racks, flowers/trees, better/ more
crosswalks
Every weekend community gather/celebrate Strawberry fest, pumpkin, river
flower, bridge fest
Start an ice carving sculpture festival, using C.I.A. students; weekly concerts in
mural park
Banners; planters; real retailers
We need businesses that people want to come to for extended time. Make a
theme for the area- build on what we have & make it restaurant row. Everyone
eats so it would draw employees by day and neighbors by night to have a foodie
mecca created
Yes, but not necessary on Main Street; not a storefront
More help for entrepreneurs
HVAC, plumbing, electric
Love the idea of creating satellite campuses of anchor institutions in downtown
POK
Increase Spanish language vocational training; Expand Underwear Factory food
incubator opportunities; more food related training
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HOUSING
Issue
Housing Costs are
Burdensome to Current
Residents

There Are No Student
Housing Facilities
Downtown

Potential CBD Policy
Ensure that Density and Design
Requirements Allow for a
Diverse Supply of New Housing
Units, Including Studios, One
Bedrooms, and Two Bedrooms
to Ensure a Range of Price
Points

Survey
What is the best location in
Poughkeepsie’s Central Business
District for large multi-family housing?

Foster Partnerships Between
Higher Education Institutions to
Build Student Housing
Downtown

Do you support student housing
downtown?

DCC should have satellite space on Main Street. Even the CIA could be
incorporated into outreach efforts. Vassar + Marist education students could have
tutoring centers for local elementary/high school students
CIA – pop up restaurant or bakery; destination for tourists; another thing to do
downtown while you are here
And in the schools; no trade programs
Restaurants then draw people to patron neighboring businesses like salons 
Computers; micro-enterprise; small business support; subsidized rent for nonprofit organizations

Feedback

We need housing for the increasing elderly community as well as spaces for large
families

May be better for areas adjacent to CBD rather than in the CBD itself

Be careful not to overbuild student housing. Ensure housing is affordable.

Up to Date building 19 Academy

We also need coffee shops, bakeries, boutique grocers with fresh fruit like NYC so
we create a neighborhood environment for renters.

Any empty structure within a 1 block of Main corridor residential use will foster
retail/culture

We need to create housing opportunities that attract the target demographic for
revitalization

400/500 blocks need more investment. Look to Poughkeepsie underwear factory
for inspiration

Crannell St. lot; Cannon St.

Density, design, & diverse supply do not guarantee affordable housing

Up to date; within the district as defined

Perception of safety & lovely housing opportunities is enticing to new young
people

Large, multi-family housing, while often seen as cost effective by developers, I
don’t think fits the character well in the CBD. Rather, upstairs residential along
Main Street combined with renovation of existing industrial/warehouse spaces on
Mill (underwear factory for example) would be better. A few large structures
already exist and they are unsightly, poorly run, and do not create a neighborhood
feel.

Yes!

They are limited to no businesses that typically attract students to stroll downtown

Universities currently advise their students to stay away from downtown

Yes!
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The Construction of
Affordable Housing
Often Requires Subsidy
and Innovative Financing

Assist Developers In Securing
Affordable Housing Subsidies
And Loans From Available
Finance Streams

Do you support the construction multifamily affordable housing?














Caution: You need to ensure these don’t sabotage- (1) “seasonal” drop off of
customers in June – August, (2) drunken & vandalism issues, (3) transportation
to/from campus for classes
Would love to continue to encourage students to interact with Poughkeepsie more
BUT need transportation to their campuses
Student housing would be a great benefit, but needs to be effectively managed,
extensive school involvement rather than relying on a private developer entirely.
Would need increased transit access to/from campuses
Yes! The downtown area has a lot of college student-friendly places to hang out +
eat. Housing would make access easier.
City needs to be student-friendly. Currently is not.
No.
Marist builds its own housing
City policies discouraging student housing should be removed. Student housing is
desirable, but my be better suited to area immediately adjacent to the CBD
Yes!
Yes
Absolutely adding housing will give the area a more “homey” feel + make local
businesses more accessible
For CBD 75% market 25% affordable (median income)
Yes
Development for development’s sake is not a policy that lends itself to the city’s
revitalization
Yes, study better exemptions / implanned(?) Subsides IDA
Affordable housing is an issue that needs to be addressed, but may be more
appropriate in areas that are peripheral / adjacent to the CBD
Yes, multi-family housing is good. But limit to 4 or 5 story, 10 or 15 unit max
buildings, town house model or downstairs retail, upstairs residential, or even
live/work space
Yes
Yes, But please make sure developers are not subsidized to a degree that they do
not contribute to the community. They must be taxed.
Why not enable renovation / ownership of existing building before building new?
Yes, rezone to residential.

Additional Notes & Comments






½ block is maximum folks will walk! *from parked car residents would walk further
Create enable culture of ownership/work = 24 hour stewardship
Commerce Sq; Next to up to date building
Small neat signage connecting and advertising existing businesses highlighting multiple opportunities to shop eat etc. while you are here
Parking needs to be well lit & clean & close to destination
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Have lovely classic directory signage near parking lots to inform patrons of the businesses that are nearby
Liberty street / Main Street signage for Liberty. Cannon Street lot often goes to municipal buildings so have directory signage for businesses on main street etc.
Bring education facilities to City with student housing
No plowing of snow on Sundays but businesses are open
Facilities to keep the downtown workforce to stay after work day done
ADA/Fire compliance – exemptions for 3 to 4 story buildings pre 1920?
Signage explaining the walking route from upper landing park to Washington street entrance to walkway. (Main/Clover/Varazzano). Tricky – keep going past Noah’s Ark
Everyone needs to be unified – owners, RBA (zoning), planning board, financial people
Child care centers; play space for children
Connect with walkway activities
You’ll miss me!
Street lighting
Encourage student housing!
Bike lift in street; bike elevator; trolley up from train
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REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
LAND USE

E XISTING I SSUE

Surface Parking Lots are a Suboptimal Use of Space in
the City’s Central Business District
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Incentivize Mixed Use Development on Underutilized
Surface Parking Lots
Lakewood, Colorado transformed its historic city center in the early 2000’s when it redeveloped a
languishing shopping center and acres of surface parking into a walkable mixed-use development near the
city’s existing municipal buildings

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Which parking lots in the study area are underutilized
and should be prioritized for development?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
LAND USE

E XISTING I SSUE

Commercial Buildings are Underutilized
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Facilitate Adaptive Reuse of Commercial Buildings
to Enable Residential Uses
Underutilized office space in the
former Luckey, Platt & Company
building was repurposed into
apartments in 2004.

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify underutilized commercial buildings that are
ripe for adaptive reuse.

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
LAND USE

E XISTING I SSUE
Parking Requirements for New Development Require
Developers to Build Vacant Space and Hinder the Ability to
Maximize Development Potential
P OTENTIAL P OLICY
Reform Parking Policy to Reduce Developer Requirements to
Build On-site Parking and Instead Mandate Them to
Contribute to Shared Parking or Parking Development Funds
Surface parking interrupts street edge and
detracts from the pedestrian environment

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Do you support the reduction of parking requirements
for new developments?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
LAND USE

E XISTING I SSUE

Low Patronage and Diversity of Retail Establishments
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Support a Greater Variety of Retail Offerings by
Increasing the Residential Population and Thereby
Increasing the Consumer Base

Due to low foot traffic, downtown businesses struggle to stay open and turnover frequently

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What types of shops and businesses would you like to
see more of in the Central Business District?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

The Pedestrian Space in Front of Mid-Hudson Civic
Center is Aesthetically Unpleasing & Unprogrammed
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Adopt New Design Regulations that Improve the Use of
the Current Plaza as a True Space for Public Gathering
Top: Existing Pedestrian Plaza at Mid-Hudson Civic Center
Bottom: Pedestrian Plaza in Downtown Yonkers

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What design aspects (i.e. landscaping, benches,
tables, etc.) would make for a more inviting space?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

Main Street is Not Designated as a Historic District
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Seek Certification of Main Street as a Historic Main Street
through National Trust for Historic Place’s Main Street
Program and Adopt Historic Design Guidelines

Historically Significant Buildings along Main Street

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Which buildings along Main Street would you most
like to see preserved?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

Current Zoning Regulations Allow for Vacant Space
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Require Minimum Lot Coverage so That New Infill
Development Must Cover at Least 50% of the Lot

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify lots downtown that have negative space
due to small building footprints.

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

Building Façades are Deteriorated,
Inconsistent, & Unattractive
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Establish Stricter Design Guidelines for Façade
Appearance and Maintenance

Facades in downtown Poughkeepsie have various degrees of
ornamentation and physical distress

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Do you feel that façade variation is desirable or that it
lessens the overall attractiveness of downtown?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

Signage is Sometimes Unattractive and Inconsistent
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Provide Design Guidelines that Regulate the Size,
Dimension, and Color of Signage to Create a More
Uniform Appearance on Main Street

Caption
Top: Examples of signage in Poughkeepsie

Bottom: Examples of uniform signage

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What type of signs would you like to see downtown?
What design aspects do you dislike?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
U RBAN E NVIRONMENT & D ESIGN

E XISTING I SSUE

Excessive Litter on Streets and Sidewalks Creates an
Uninviting Environment for Residents and Visitors
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Facilitate Improved Street Clean-up
and Waste Management

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What do you feel is the most effective way to address
Poughkeepsie’s litter problem? More bins, educational
campaign, monthly clean-up committee, etc.?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C IRCULATION

E XISTING I SSUE

Downtown is Not Connected to the Train Station
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Enlist New Housing Developers to Help Contribute to the
Design, Development, and Delivery of Transit Connections
between Downtown and the Train Station
The Bethesda Circulator Bus Operates at a 10 Minute Frequency
Between the Metro Station and Major Downtown Attractions

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is improved bus
service between downtown and the train station?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C IRCULATION

E XISTING I SSUE

There are Mixed Feelings about the Impact of Metered
On-Street Parking on Local Business Development
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Provide Better Information and Signage Directing Customers
to Available Parking in Nearby Structured Parking Lots

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What is a reasonable distance to expect a customer to
walk from their car to a destination?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C IRCULATION

E XISTING I SSUE

Super Blocks Interrupt North-South Connections
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Introduce More North-South Alley Punch-Through Streets
to Facilitate North and South Pedestrian Movements

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Are there other locations where you would like to see
pedestrian walkways like Liberty Street?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C IRCULATION

E XISTING I SSUE

The Central Business District is Walled Off by
Arterials that are Under the Purview of NYS DOT
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Work With NYS DOT to Pedestrianize the Arterials Via
Reduced Curb Cuts and Turning Movements, Pedestrian
Crossings, Landscaping, and Sidewalk Improvements

Pedestrian improvements and traffic calming measures have
improved the safety of Hillside Avenue in Queens for all road users

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Have you experienced difficulty or unsafe situations
while trying to cross the arterials? If so, at what
particular location(s)?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C ULTURE & R ECREATION

E XISTING I SSUE

There is an Undersupply of Passive and
Active Recreation Areas
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Designate Areas Within the Downtown for Urban Pocket
Parks, Playgrounds, And Outdoor Sporting Activities

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify lots that would be suitable for pocket parks
and recreation spaces. What types of equipment or
activities would you like to see in these spaces?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C ULTURE & R ECREATION

E XISTING I SSUE

Downtown’s Street Network Does Not
Function as Public Space
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Provide Street Design Guidelines That Foster A Pedestrian
Oriented, Aesthetically Pleasing Experience For Pedestrians,
Especially Along Main And Market Street

Linden Alley in San Francisco shows how the
street can become a public gathering space

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What types of pedestrian amenities would you
most like to see?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C ULTURE & R ECREATION

E XISTING I SSUE

Poughkeepsie’s Rich Architectural Heritage Is Not
Recognized
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Through Consistent Directional Signage, Establish A Historic
Walking Tour Of Poughkeepsie’s Key Historic Buildings

Top Left: Poughkeepsie’s Historic Main Street
Others: Examples of directional and informational signage

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify key attractions that should be included in a
historical walking tour of Poughkeepsie.

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
C ULTURE & R ECREATION

E XISTING I SSUE

The Central Business District of Poughkeepsie Lacks
Identifiable Gateways
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Establish Design, Density, and Infrastructure Regulations
That Help to Create Identifiable Gateways
at Key Intersections

Map the six gateway points

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify key intersections that you feel are the most
appropriate “gateways” to the central business district?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
E CONOMIC D EVELOPMENT

E XISTING I SSUE

Vacant Buildings Along Main Street Lower Property Values
Throughout the Central Business District
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Facilitate Partnerships Between Private Developers And The
City on The Redevelopment of Key Building Sites

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Identify vacant buildings or vacant lots that are key to
revitalizing the image of downtown Poughkeepsie.

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
E CONOMIC D EVELOPMENT

E XISTING I SSUE

Vacant Spaces Throughout the CBD Reduce
Cash Flows For Property Owners
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Invest in the Public Realm to Foster a More
Attractive Business Environment That
Welcomes Tenants and Customers

Top: Holiday lights create a sense of place and welcoming environment on 125th Street in Harlem
Bottom: Bradenton Florida has created an attractive environment that supports local businesses

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What improvements are key to making downtown a
welcoming shopping experience?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
E CONOMIC D EVELOPMENT

E XISTING I SSUE

There is an Undersupply of Job Training and Educational
Programs in the CBD
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Foster Partnerships Between Higher Education
Institutions To Locate Satellite Campus Facilities On
Vacant Lots Owned By The City
Ridley Lowell Cosmetology School in Downtown Poughkeepsie

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What type of job training or learning opportunities
would you like to see located downtown?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
H OUSING

E XISTING I SSUE

Housing Costs are Burdensome to Current Residents
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Ensure that Density and Design Requirements Allow
for a Diverse Supply of New Housing Units, Including
Studios, One Bedrooms, and Two Bedrooms to
Ensure a Range of Price Points
The Spring Street Apartments in Princeton, NJ are
exemplary of attractive mixed-income development

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

What is the best location in Poughkeepsie’s Central
Business District for large multi-family housing?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
H OUSING

E XISTING I SSUE

There Are No Student Housing Facilities Downtown
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Foster Partnerships Between Higher Education
Institutions To Build Student Housing Downtown
Cornell Dormitories (Sheldon Court on the far right) in the Collegetown
neighborhood of Ithaca blend in seamlessly with the rest of the downtown area

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Do you support student housing downtown?

REZONE DOWNTOWN POUGHKEEPSIE
H OUSING

E XISTING I SSUE

The Construction of Affordable Housing Often Requires
Subsidy and Innovative Financing
P OTENTIAL P OLICY

Assist Developers In Securing Affordable Housing Subsidies
And Loans From Available Finance Streams

T ELL U S W HAT Y OU T HINK …

Do you support the construction multi-family
affordable housing?

APPENDIX C

Q 1: Which parking lots in the Central Business District are underutilized and should
be prioritized for development?


The lots near the Bardavon so you can attend events. The lots near the Train Station
to handle business neat there and to encourage use of transit.



All of them really ‐ the downtown area is geographically small, and the space would
be best suited for development. Parking garages would be a more efficient use of
space, and taller buildings would add to the busy downtown feel of the city.



One behind the Chance, the parking garage on Cannon, lots between Catherine and
garden st on west bound arterial



Would be good to turn the lot behind the Bardavon into a garage, to make sure there
is plenty of available parking to support new businesses on Main



I would rather see encouragement of mixed use of current buildings that would
encourage businesses, office space & residential. Ideal for Commuters!



parking lot between Cannon St and East bound arterial. (the one that is "covered" and
the last I knew was locked and not accessible)



Corner of Mill and Academy



The big one between Hamilton, Academy, Main and Arterial.



The one behind rabbit and turtle The one diagonally behind indotronix



Crannell St.; Cannon, Church and Academy Streets,



I avoid going downtown due to miserable parking availability‐ you want to get rid of
parking lots???



Suboptimal yet necessary component. Vertical parking structures provide for
improved utilization.



Hamilton/ Catherine.



Cannon Street lots create a huge gap in the street wall along Cannon



none. Poughkeepsie needs all the parking it can get. It would help if there was free
parking (Rhinebeck has multiple free lots and it makes it conducive to visiting and
shopping or just stopping in for a few minutes.) People have to think about where to
park in Poughkeepsie and the annoyance of paying for it. It's a deterrent. If you must
have meters, then use ordinary, simple coin meters like New Paltz.



The Cannon Street 2 level garage. Its roped off from the highway. And very few people
use it because they are afraid of the lack of police presence on that street. The parking
lot on Mill and Academy Street (its only ever packed when the Chance has an event)
The lot near the bus depot on Main and Market needs a structural facelift. It even
LOOKS like a strong wind would blow it down.



Fix the existing buildings, you may need more parking. crook thayzik sold city parking
for a pittance



I feel that all of the lots in the central business district are needed.



I can't speak to that, but the Garden Street lot is always full, but in bad need of
repaving.



I'm a recent resident and don't know enough about the downtown area. But if you
mean the lot in the above picture, absolutely what a waste of space! Plus, haven't you
build a giant multi‐level lot nearby?



My office looks at the lot at Academy and Mill. This is certainly underutilized. The
office of olson+partners, inc has development suggestions.



None until you have a definite development plan for the CBD. Once the CBD is
developed, the now underused parking lots may well be needed. First fix the CBD;
leave the parking lots to the last.



parking lots are underutilized due to the limitations of existing businesses to attract
clients. When the city was thriving all of the parking lots were heavily used. Before
you begin obliterating them, entice new businesses into the city. Insufficient
convenient parking (and parking fees) contributed to the establishment of shopping
malls that hauled businesses and their shoppers out of the city. There is, though, one
lot behind Main St businesses (riverside bank) that at one time I frequently used; it
now feels unsafe.



All of them. Waste of space. What businesses to they service? How do you even get to
them when the arterial is so hard to turn off of and why would I need them? There's
a lot of parking on main. There should be more parking on the arterial and side
streets. It should be revamped and redesigned.



None are. Development could still occur from a second floor up though, leaving the
ground level for parking.



Those in the west bound arterial are very underutilized



Most, if not all, of the parking lots immediately east of Market Street. That could serve
as the bridge between potential residential developments on Cannon and Main
Streets. Those lots are almost always empty, and with the parking decks nearby
there's enough parking for people coming downtown for business reasons.



Need the parking capacity. Btw ‐ need to remove parking meters...



Don't know



Catharine St lot



The photo above. Lots of traffic passes by everyday. Then onto the lots off cannon
after some development.



Mill St. between Academy and Hamilton



The parking lot behind the Bardavon and the one in this photo, near The Chance.



No, they should left alone. The idea of converting The Chance parking lot to a grocery
store at one point was absurd. Where would Chance patrons park on a night a big
name was in town? Have you seen how packed that lot gets on nights like that?



The one across from Electra Supply



Mid‐Main lots on either side of the business district are underutilized and under
advertised. Many people don't know they're there.



The garden street lot (specifically the lot for what was previously riverside bank)



Any with parking meters



I don't think parking lots are an issue. I think the vacant and under‐utilized buildings
are an issue first and foremost. Parking will ultimately become an issue down the road
once all the existing buildings are redeveloped and occupied. The city should focus on
the buildings first and leave the few remaining parking lots alone. They are assets for
the city that may ultimately need to be turned into parking garages or other
development, but should be last resort. Parking is an issue on Main Street and the
parking lots off Main Street are not used by non residents due to concerns for safety.
Better lighting or patrolling of parking lots may help in improving the use by non‐city
residents to use the lots and visit the city more for dinner, shows, and other events.



The lot bordered by North Hamilton, Academy and the West bound arterial



The parking lot on the corner of Catherine and the arterial.



The one in above picture and at market st. bus terminal. Must be made cleaner and
safer. Not smell of urine like Market St. Also demands better signage. The one behind
Bardavon is a little better.



MILL Street & Catherine



Crannell



Parking is very difficult to find. If you get more people to come downtown they need
parking. Not everyone will be riding a bike. Surface lots are best. The deck is much
too scary.



Academy and arterial. The one off of mill street. Most all of them



The one pictured above.



Unsure.

Q2: Please list any underutilized commercial buildings that are ripe for
reuse/redevelopment/residential use.


Poughkeepsie needs a facelift to encourage pedestrians to come in and patronize use.
Connect the dots between the photo you show in both directions. Make the area
visually appealing.



The buildings between academy and south hamilton should be looked at for
redevelopment.



Any building that's abandoned on Main st



Old Up to Date building



Mixed use.



Any building that is empty.



All the vacant storefronts, along academy street, main street.



move the Social Sec. offices to a secondary but bus accessible location in downtown
and place a major department store in its place.



that black boarded up one with nestor's paintings on the front



The former Bull & Buddha, virtually all of Cannon Street across from and east of Board
of Elections



160 Union Street, The former Amrita Club, Market & Church. The former YMCA,
Market & Montgomery. The building on the south side of Parker Ave. (Rt. 9G) 500
yards west of Garden St. The building on the east side of N. Cherry St. (across from the
former Underwear Factory) Itself a great example of renovation & reuse .Many more
too numerous to list here. contact me @ granddesign@gmail.com



DDC/health department/Mitchel building. 389 main



The former Woolworth building. The building on the corner of Cannon and Academy
streets I see scaffolding equipment up but never anyone working on it. This building
has been vacant for years and in my opinion sets the "feel" for shady activities.



Big building next to brasserie, empty for years, eyesore



NOT SURE



No opinion



I am not familiar enough with the POK downtown to answer. I'm a recent resident.
However, I do see a lot of shuttered stores. Why not create a system of pop‐up stores
where businesses in the area could rent a storefront for a few months to get their
products known? Also get some funding for a few galleries to dot the area, that always
brings young creatives, which then will bring coffee shops and home‐goods stores,
etc. Why don't some of the larger historical institutions such as Vanderbilt or FDR
have smaller museum shops in the area? Is there a Poughkeepsie tourist or visitor
center where people can pick up literature about the Hudson Valley? Why not? Maybe
there is, I don't know.



I would not be so quick to turn over to residential use. Further analyze what keeps
business from coming to Poughkeepsie.



I do not understand the logic of the question. If a commercial building is underused,
then it is ripe for redevelopment. All underused buildings are equal in this regard.



The art deco building (houses Alex's restaurant) should be refurbished as the visual
attraction it is. Mural park is an asset as a park. Nos, 270‐272, remove unsightly front
and restore. The former Up‐to‐Date bldg. needs a tenant. Shoddy building
modifications along the length of the Main Street need renovation (there are many
buildings with once beautiful architecture to restore).



Poughkeepsie like all HV towns has some amazing brick architecture. Especially main
street. Buildings should be restored and historic sites as well. We need a bustling

downtown with restaurants and local businesses. Apartments are underused and so
close to the train. I’m surprised developers haven’t come in already to buy and restore
and invest in these incredible but dilapidated structures. Market and Main could be a
great thoroughfare. If you kicked out the Dunkin Donuts that would be a start.


40% are under utilized or completely empty. Start anywhere



The old Woolworth building 368 ish Main st. The up to date of course. The whole block
after social security basically



Up to Date building. I believe address is 253 Main Street. I think that building, if
correctly converted to commercial on ground floor and apartments above (ideally
lofts) is the key to success for that section of Main Street.



Don't know



Old Poughkeepsie Savings Bank ( would be amazing art gallery)



Many to choose from. The old Spankys is a good location. What about the former
Jordan's? A comedy place would do well in downtown. I've heard it's really nice in
there.



Every area on Main Street, especially near Catharine Street.



Putting the Social Security Office in the base of Luckey Platt was a mistake. That
should have been preserved for Commercial/Retail space.



Up‐to‐date building, the corner of Academy and the arterial, most of Academy, Main
arterial areas.



No opinion



Literally almost everything between academy and market



Luckey Platt



Most of middle main



Up‐to‐Date Building and the building on the corner of Catherine/Academy and 44/55.
All the vacant buildings are underutilized and need focus. A large presence by a large
company or even classrooms for Marist or the Culinary would be helpful and bring a
well known presence to the city CBD.



All empty ground floor properties from Clinton street down to main and market



The old up to date building is desperate for development. The use of the side green
space and the building could be the boutique eatery foodie mecca needed for more
for traffic and renters



Must get rid of Ghost Buildings before anyone will come. HOW DID BEACON PULL
OFF WHAT THEY DID? Poughkeepsie can attract residents as rents in Beacon rise.
They are looking around at Newburgh!



UP‐TO‐DATE ‐TAKE IT OVER.



35 Academy, 235 Main, former DOH on Main, 331 Main, former food market on Main.



No one who is not intimately familiar with the buildings can accurately answer this.
The one obvious answer would be those with vacant storefronts.



The one that is right on main and has been abandoned forever. And every other one
on main. How are there not apartments?



The focus needs to be to develop new housing for tenants of the Rip Van Winkle
building and relocate them. Until the issues with crime and litter are addressed at that
building the waterfront will never be able to be developed to its full potential.



Unsure.

Q3: Do you support the reduction of parking requirements for new developments, if
developers were required to contribute to shared parking or parking development funds?


Ok yes but there is a need for parking for customers and residents.



The net parking should not change, as long as parking is made up for by the
development of parking garages that can either be open parking or by permit.



Yes



YES



NO



yes



yes, we should do everything to promote foot traffic, and to draw people to the
business district



Pok need both development and parking. Design underground parking to make room
for new bldgs. and increase mass transit so people don't need so many pkg spaces.



no



If you want to bring more people to c/Pok there needs to be adequate parking.



yes



I think developers could only do that if the shared parking would accommodate the
number of cars they should have onsite.



Yes!!! Except very near to sites that routinely bring large crowds (ex. Across from and
in back of the Bardavon)



Again we avoid going downtown at all times because of miserable parking
availability‐ how is this going to improve anything?



Yes with some clarification as to "shared use"



Business yes, residential no.



Yes!



No. It doesn't matter what gets 'developed' if there isn't a convenient and safe place
for people to park. p.s. All those parking meters where one has to search for the meter
and then return to the car to place the stub, are annoyances that deter people from
coming to the city. Parking is a big deal...and it's the first thing that will stop people
from nearby localities from coming to an event. Developers should be required to
think about that.



Any business whether residential or commercial should be required to allocate funds
to help with parking of their consumer base, if they don't wish to contribute then they
should have parking on their site development proposal and be required to only use
those spaces. No sense in bringing in business/residents if it creates chaos and
confusion.



There is parking a plenty people are to lazy to walk a block



No. This is just another free giveaway to developers. It will increase competition for
already rare street spots.



No opinion



Yes, those bare lots look horrible and lend an isolated look to what should appear as
a busy street chock full of inviting businesses.



Yes.



Instead of parking requirements, there should be parkland requirements. But
reducing parking only works if there is alternate transportation available, such as
shuttle services from centralized parking areas.



Keeping and attracting people to the city increases the need for accessible parking
(dedicated as in that pictured above for residents). However that is effected, whether
by underground garages or open areas‐‐do not dismiss their import. It is short sighted
to prioritize building development to the detriment of maintaining/establishing
available parking.



Parking is tricky. Zoning is tricky. But parking as shared space, or at least some shared
with residential developments would be great. The main idea of parking is does it
make people want to drive to downtown to go and shop and be there? Right now
there’s tons of parking but we could care less because there’s nothing to do! There
aren’t enough businesses and jobs to warrant needing it all. We need a reason to go
there. Not just because people would live there in developments. If they live in
apartments they will want to walk to eateries. There aren’t enough reasons to go
downtown to park.



Keep the requirements as they are



Yes. We have plenty of parking



100%. City needs to face reality of the times the housing stock was built, and not use
parking requirements which did nto exist when the buildings were built as a rationale
for hindering development.



As long as parking solutions are available when development is completed.



Yes



Yes



Yes



Yes.



Yes



No I do not support the reduction of parking requirements for new developments.
Adequate parking is essential to good planned project.



Yes



Yes



Yes.



Yes



Yes or improved parking garages. Improve bus routes and access to city.



I think parking needs to preserved somehow. I think the path to redevelop existing
buildings is priority. There is substantial parking in the city and walking a couple
blocks is not difficult. I am not sure if requiring developers to build vacant space is
the right solution. The safety walking from those lots should be solved first.



No. We should not reduce parking requirements for new developments but perhaps
try to get shared parking.



If we are not ensuring new development has adequate parking then we need to make
sure we are not eliminating current parking to the detriment of future growth
opportunities



Do whatever incentivizes developers.



Yes



Yes! And maybe monetary incentives for new residents who agree to not own a
vehicle. (Rent or price reductions, tax breaks etc)



Yes!



Absolutely not. More spaces should be required.



Yes. Or have them build garages in the building so you can drive up to your apartment.
Or a parking garage.



Yes. Those who are developing in the heart of the city should be allowed to relying on
street and existing public garages /lots.



Yes.

Q4: What type of sign designs would you like to see downtown (ie:
size/color/dimension)? What design aspects do you dislike


Look at Beacon. Find a way to display history, culture and rlelevant information. Have
a theme like the Pkpsie City seal with the Beehive.



I dont think that this is much of an issue. Businesses should be allowed to have
whatever signage they want ‐ as long as it is a permanent sign. Temporary
banners/signs should be limited.
Classic, less flashy




I am a graphic designer and I have thought about this A LOT. I support the idea that
businesses should have distinct signage, but I also support creation of some kind of
guidelines to make signage quality consistently good. Brasserie and Morty's have
excellent signage, but they use awnings which can age quickly. I think that carved and
painted wooden signage would be great. Not sure what other villages (like
Rhinebeck) do to support signage, but I agree that signage is hugely important. No
vinyl banners!



Designs that inform & are appropriate for an area that has an historical background.
Limit sizes & distracting/ over lighting.



Signs that are appropriate to the style of the building. We should be trying to preserve
the history of our lovely old buildings. I have no problem with the number of ethnic
oriented businesses along Main St. , but some of their signage is kind of "ghetto"



Hudson River Housing is working on a similar project. I don't care what the signage
looks like but make sure it is all the same, especially if the City and other organizations
are all putting signs up. Work together!



Encourage artistic signs, not gaudy, perhaps more awnings with illumination, no
scribble magic marker signs. There should be aesthetic police that can enforce
improvement of visual signage.



Old style but readable



I believe signs are unique to business. The united front is boring and PLAZA esque.



Bergen Street in Brooklyn has a theme but is still individual
https://www.google.com/search?q=bergen+street+shop+signage&espv=2&source=
lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjtyezCss3SAhWh44MKHWFFDiM4ChD8BQgG
KAE&biw=1295&bih=687&dpr=1#imgrc=fj1T6DlPIho3gM:



I need some examples...



I dislike the use of cheap vinyl banners in place of more permanent signage. I would
be very loathe to dictate color, font and other design considerations. Maximum size
standards would be helpful.



Hate everything to look the same! Signs need to be big enough and clear enough to
see at a glance



Although unique signage has it's merits, some uniformity as to the overall design
including the size, style, graphics, colors, lettering font, overall character & nature
would provide an improvement not only in the overall look & character of the street
but also improve the publics ability to visually identify and locate those associated
businesses. Many excellent examples exist. The Villages of Rhinebeck & Millbrook &
also the Vassar Arlington areas represent a few local examples. I would be willing to
expand & provide further research. Chris Johnston granddesign@gmail.com



I think regulating signage could be an undue burden, while a variety of signs add to
the local flavor of our Main Street



Signage could be more uniform. Get rid of neon and blinking signs. Awnings can be
attractive. But shop windows should be kept free of fading advertising and neon
lights. Shop keepers should be required to keep their frontage clean.



I think all signage should be unique. It will bring about an eclectic mix of customers
and really blend the city. Those signs should be limited to a certain size however. I
don't like uniform signage because if you blink you can miss a store. I like diversity.
Maybe just keep city & county buildings uniform while letting creativity loose for
small businesses.



Unimportant issue really, what about garbage all over the street



I don't see signage as being an issue that the city should spend money on.



I dislike cursive writing on signs; many cursive fonts are nearly illegible from a
distance.



Those large colorful cloth awning type signs are nice. Those metal grates look horrible
and make the area feel dangerous. Or if you wanted to go the nostalgic 19th Century
look of antiquated handmade bespoke signage to be cute. But it should be consistent.



Restrictions as to material and lighting are important however individual branding is
important to the businesses.



First decide what a renovated CBD is to look like. Is it to be futuristic or to reflect the
late 1800s or something else. Signage should enhance the flavor you are trying to

create. Think of Disneyland. Everything is designed to blend and work together. This
question attacks one small problem without addressing the key issue of total
redesign.


This is a thorny area. Uniformity in color, size, font use, etc. can impede locating
particular businesses. Perhaps mandate that signs not obscure architecture or those
of the neighbor...



I like Brasserie's sign. I like the old school feel of Alex's although it could be updated.
Warmth, wood. Or clean stencil on glass. There are great storefronts on Main. A good
shoo owner and designer would be able to brand them well. Right now Main st looks
like its living in a bad version of 1984. The era, not the book. Businesses need to get
with the times aesthetically and also productively or close. Look at Beacon. Great
example of what’s relevant.



Minor issue. Facade restoration is far more important than the color or size of signage.



No blinking lights.



dislike the awning types over stores. Like hard signs which stick out from the
building.



Don't know



Dislike garishness and "billboard" type signage. Neon should not be permitted except
in rare circumstances like the Bardavon.



Fundamentally, legible from a moving car. Some standardization, but not uniform.



Limit plastic and interior illumination



Not sure of the size, color, or dimension. This survey should offer choices!



Signage should not consist of tacky bright led type signage. It should be pleasant to
the eye and not stand out from anything surrounding it. Flashing bright lights are
eyesores. You should also create a ordinance that disallows people to post those tacky
looking posters on every street pole along main street. Its disgraceful.



Wooden signs, no neon. Maybe no internally illuminated signs.



I would like to see moderately large signs (passing cars need to read them), but with
a consistent look that works with the aesthetics of the buildings.



I think three things should have sinage, attractions (eateries, the children's museum,
bardavon, etc) historical (the post office, union street, etc) and maybe a map or two

that's a larger view of downtown Poughkeepsie with a you are here situation,
highlights of surrounding things, a color code to direct you to the train station and
walkway. They should be bright and fun and have some personality. Please, for the
love of god, give these signs some personality.


Uniform in size, color and dimension to make the area look cleaner



Historical feel, not super bright.



Banners in windows are unattractive and not inviting. Inconsistent awning and large
awnings ruin the aesthetic of the architecture that the CBD buildings have. Having
signd hang off the buildings in view while walking down the sidewalk are more
minimalistic. And have size limitations. Neon lights should be limited. Not banned
entirely, but limited to only a few for each block. Having one consistent style of
signage, like black sign with white lettering, is not ideal either. Businesses should be
able to input their own style into the signs.



First.....the sign ordinance is not enforced. The city should design several kinds/sizes
of signage and make available funding options. Once enacted, the sign ordinance
should be enforced across the board. Very.



Signs that compliment the architecture and character of the buildings.



again, look at Beacon. Old fashioned signage attracts. Looks inviting.



More attractive signs, aesthetics is everthing toward perceptions. Lee 'municipal
looking' crap.



Dislike hand‐drawn signs, too many signs in one place, and too many words on
individual signs. Signs hung at particular heights or intervals would help make the
streetscape feel coordinated without imposing too many restrictions.



Something that looks like Poughkeepsie and looks like a downtown, definitely it
something Poughkeepsie is not, as in Rhinebeck. A mix of sign types and designs is
most appealing.



They do not all have to be the same but I will take an awning over the use f cards
building.



Size should be no larger than 12sf and NO illumination. All signage should only be lit
by a maximum four single remote lights. Any self illuminated signs should be limited
to inside the unit.



Like: small non‐electric signs lit with spots (like Artist's Palate). Boutique style.
DISLIKE: neon, loud, garish, unclear and difficult to read.

Q5: On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is improved bus service between downtown
and the train station?


Rating 3.



1 ‐ this is not very important at all. More important than this is helping to get
businesses like Uber and Lyft approved in poughkeepsie. These services are replacing
bus use for many people in NYC.



5



5



5 ‐ important



Very important if you want to have mixed usage of buildings‐1st floors retail,dining,
2nd offices, and 3‐residents. This has worked in other cities‐Mixed Use=less crime.



four



5, but the real problem is that pedestrians have to cross the weave/arterial to walk
from the train to downtown. Please eliminate that stupid highway.



Don’t know if 1 or 5 is bad but whatever, the bus system in Pok is horrible and
pathetic. Less than 3rd world. Especially the bus shelters. They disgusting, too few
and totally useless. They have no benches, missing glass, no signage, no schedules, no
lights and just plain ugly. I have proposed for years to add more shelters, put solar
panels on the roof to provide free and abundant light and hot air blowers, translucent
artworks on the glass, artistic benches and large plain shelter stop numbers and
weatherproof bus schedules that are actually helpful.



1



Improved bus service to EVERYTHING is important. More hours, grocery stores, train
station, etc. I lived in Colorado in the 70's. buses ran from 5am to 1am so people of all
shifts could get to/from any job. college kids used it, seniors used it. We have a bus to
the mall. Whoop de do.
5 (you need three shuttles ‐‐ make them old fashioned that run all the time between
the water and Academy




4



5



3



5



2



5! We need a Main Street bus with regular and dependable service



3 or 4



5 is the most important. Bus routes that actually get people where they need/want to
go is imperative for resident happiness. City and loop buses go to the train station
currently.



Bus to train duh!



5 extremely important!



3 (Not very important)



5



Absolutely important (a 1 if that is MOST important, you did not specify which
direction the scale is going) if you expect tourists to come from the Manhattan area
to easily commute to historic landmarks and hiking in the immediate area. For
example, why aren't there jitney buses from the train station to Locust Grove or Main
Street restaurants or to the CIA? Many city residents would love a getaway to the
beautiful Hudson Valley in the Spring, Summer and Autumn when local highlights are
at their best! Why should only drivers have access? When I lived in Brooklyn I
regularly took Metro North to Cold Spring to hike with groups because it was so easy
and I didn't drive. I think the Train Station should be a hub of activity, where visitors
can get off the train and hop a bus, rent a bicycle or car and go to the local beauty
spots in the area, historical, natural and commercial! Granted, I'm assuming that
exciting small commercial businesses will crop up on Main Street, such as boutiques
and coffee shops. Cute shops that cater to young people, I've seen it happen in NYC in
the early 80s and Brooklyn in the early 90s, why not here at the turn of the 21st
Century?



Very important to both developing businesses and residential uses. However the train
station as well as other areas of importing drugs need to be heavily policed.



5 (being very important): Not bus service but a shuttle service that is constantly
moving people around the CBD and the train station. Buses are too big, need
something more intimate



I haven't utilized bus service here, but for those who do, I'd say that if 5 is most
important and 1 least, then 5 is my recommendation.



4. It’s there it’s just not great. The hill between the train and up to main is tough. If
you want people to take the train to PK because they want to shop and eat then yeah
we need a better system to get them there, quickly, and frequently.



Critical path



4



3. My answer would increase to 4 or 5 if more residential development starts in the
central business core. I am confident the county loop system can meet the demands if
they arise.



Bus or shuttle ‐ very important to get the train foot traffic. Also, this shuttle service
MUST be advertised to visitors.



5. Where five is VERY important



5 highly important



5



5



5



4



5, if 5 represents that it is very important.



4



5. People need to be able to get there.



5



So in theory I'd say 5. If you're taking the train everyday there's a chance you do not
have a vehicle and could utilize the public transportation to the fullest extent.



5



4



Very important. Should have an easily identifiable bus for transit up and down Main
Street. Maybe even a separate look and paint job.



Very. Should be a regular schedule.



5



Absolutely indispensible!



Desperately needed. We need to create regular flow, which will help local businesses,
and eventually help fill vacant storefronts.



If 5 is most important, 5.



4



If anyone is taking the train to Poughkeepsie, it is not likely their purpose to visit the
central business district. They might use a bus that will get them to Vassar but that
does n it help the city.



1 most people drive and park there or get a ride. There are plenty of taxis.



I feel it is more efficient and economic for Uber/Lyft or taxi service to provide
transportation. As the area requires, weekend and special routes could be used.



3

Q 6: Are there locations where you'd like to see shared streets like Garden Street or
pedestrian streets like Liberty Street?


near the Bardavon the area needs sprucing up connecting to parking for events



Main Street could possibly be a pedestrian street if there were ample parking garages
along Church and Mill Street.



Liberty,



I don't know



Yes



don't know



Market Street should be two ways, arterials should be two ways, then streets like
academy could be pedestrian (because the sidewalks are so narrow pedestrians hate
walking down it and all the shops are closed)



these side streets are perfect for outdoor cafes, artisinal venders, public art, flowers,
benches, murals, music events, etc.



NO, leave pedestrian ways. Hell you want to take away parking and add more streets?
Who's in charge of this redo?



wherever possible



If the superblocks are being underutilized, then maybe.



Only those that are already in place



Shared streets are positive avenues especially including bicycle designated lanes such
as SanFrancisco



no



Love those streets.....we should have more...



I like Liberty Street's feel, I don't think it gets enough use though. I don't want to close
off streets for pedestrians though, because it will limit visibility to motorists.



Leave pedestrian streets alone car dominate enough of the city



Nothing worth using the cities limited resources on.



It would be great if Liberty Street could be opened to traffic the same way Garden
Street was.



I'm not familiar enough with the downtown area to answer this.



Not without purpose



This depends on the overall plan for the CBD. Remember that the younger
generations are looking for walking areas.



Absolutely. There are a few in PK and they're really interesting. They don’t lead
anywhere in particular but they look nice and should be a great spot for a hidden
coffee shop or other. Plus yes they should lead to another great street with other great
shops.



Not important



Wherever they fit. They potentially are a beautiful nook. If there's a small empty
space, turn it into a pedestrian street.



Yes. Don't know where



Yes



The sidewalks by the waterfront, children's museum area need improvement



More connections, more walkways



Garden Street is barely more than pedestrian



No



This doesn't totally answer the question but the south Clinton/Main Street/north
Clinton intersection is a disaster. It's 11 lanes of traffic. There had GOT to be a better,
more efficient way to deal with that.



I'd like to see those streets used as vendor space or parking.



Market street. Mansion street. Washington. Garden street. Make a clear, walkable,
bike friendly path to Main Street from the Walkway and the riverfront



Not at this time. I don't have occasion



I'm not sure I understand what you mean by shared Street but if it means to have cars
drive on it then absolutely not.



not sure



Leave Liberty pedestrian, but FIX IT. Lighten up Garden St. It was heavy handed.



As many as possible. Walking a superblock feels intimidating.



No



No.



Unsure.

Q7: Have you experienced difficulty or unsafe situations while trying to cross the
arterials? If so, at what location?


Living close to city hall, I drive across arterials near the civic center, Market Street
and Columbus Drive every day, and occasionally have been the pedestrian as well.
Drivers often do NOT give pedestrians the right of way when they're trying to cross
the arterial/Columbus Dr. at Main St. Also, no pedestrians should try to cross the
arterial at Smith St. instead of N. Clinton, but they do, every single day. Somehow that
intersection has to be changed so that pedestrians are safer crossing there, because
they're going to do it anyway. Same with the corner by the civic center. No pedestrian
crossing? You have to be kidding. They're going to do it; it is our responsibility to
make it safe.



near the post office when the parking was full and had to walk over to enter



The Civic center is the worst for this



By city Hall, crossing market, South Ave & market



Yes, by Millhouse Brewing



Yes‐many areas‐We need enforcement of traffic laws. The arterials are dangerous.
Cameras & ticketing drivers would be a big help.



Between White St and Smith School. Speed limit is not adhered to and there is a severe
lack of speed limit signs and enforcement of the speed limit.



Absolutely, every single time, in every location. Chiefly between Academy and Garden
Streets (no crosswalks) and along Main Street (the pedestrian light is angled away
from pedestrians (!) and crossing four lanes of traffic on foot is abominable. Also over
by Union street, where there isn't even a crosswalk)



Allow longer time to cross the arterial, better painted crosswalk lines, narrow the
arterials like what was done in Arlington with Raymond Ave.



no



yes, can't be specific



Not familiar with safety issues crossing the arterials.



Yes. Near courthouse and corner of both arterials



no



Mill & Market, Main & Columbus



no



At every arterial intersection I've had close encounters with being hit. Crossing the
arterials with young children or a shopping cart is more stressful than it should be.
the most prevalent spots are 44/55 eastbound & market street. cars do not yield to
pedestrians. and 44/55 westbound where it intersects with Smith and Clinton streets
(i suggest a pedestrian bridge at both locations)



The arterial roads are death strips for pedestrian some and animals



No



It is very difficult to cross the arterial at Garden Street.



Yes, absolutely true. I worked with a small‐statured woman who was waiting for the
light to change on the Arterial and Catherine St. (I believe) and she was mowed down
by an SUV that did not even see her. She sustained many broken bones and internal
injuries and is still in rehab.



Yes. The corner of Mill and Academy.



Yes, at every location. Need over or underpasses for vehicles



Both at Academy and Market streets and the west‐bound Arterial. The same also at
Main Street. bottom line is that crossing the arterial anywhere is problematic,
particularly at heavy‐use hours. Elderly or slow‐moving persons are especially at risk.
there was a proposal to convert the arterials into boulevards with grass medians...this
would aid pedestrians providing a safe haven when unable to cross before light
changes, profoundly improve the aesthetics of the city, and make the city more
enticing to visitors.



The arterial MUST GO. its a bog endeavor but it needs to become two lanes with
parking on one side and it should ALL lead to Main and Market. Its dangerous to turn
off them or even slow down. The bridge doesn’t need such an intense road to spill
onto. Maybe just the one aide of the arterial needs to connect to 55/44 and the rest
becomes an enclosed connection of downtown. Either way the arterial was a big
mistake that needs to be fixed.



Garden and Mill



Yes. Near the grand is horrible. East bound arterial and cross streets are awful and
Hamilton at east arterial and main st



If I run fast, no. The arterials are an issue, and anything that can slow traffic is a boon
(including building parkways in the middle near downtown.



I work with high school kids. I often stress not riding your bike on the arterials.



Crossing westbound at Main St is lethal.



There (photo above) and the weave/ civic center intersection are the worst.



Long wait to cross at Academy/Catherine.



Crossing the arterial at any location is unsafe. There is not much you could do other
that somehow get people to obey the speed limit.



Only on Washington St and Main St which is very dangerous



Where the arterial meets Market coming off the bridge, and frankly at all arterial
crossings. So dangerous.



For about the past decade I've had unsafe situations trying to cross the arterial.
Crossing from garden street is extremely hard (think walking from main to millhouse
brewery) I've almost been hit there too many times. I mean ideally the arterial would
be made into boulevards. But I guess that's another survey.



Academy and Church



Yes. Almost all cross walks. Main and 44/55 by civic center is awful



Corlies Ave has large walls at the intersection of arterial west bound. There have been
fatal accidents there. Removing them will help. Also, better pedestrian crossing
signage should be installed. And maybe cross walk lines.



I don't have many occasions to cross but I think crossing times could be increased.



If one is not capable of crossing the street at an intersection with lights and
crosswalks then one needs to re‐educate themselves on basic life skills.



Don't walk.



All. Especially Main going across to the River. Also by the Hotel heading to city hall



Everywhere, but especially crossing from lower Main at the back of the Civic Center,
and crossing where the arterial curls around and Mill Street goes straight (heading
west).



Walking from City Hall to Poughkeepsie Grand. Crossing from Mill House Brewery to
Garden Street.



No. The three lane materials are necessary for getting around.



When trying to merge to make a right to go to mid‐Hudson bridge



No.



YES. Crossing to Mill House. Arterial drivers are not focused on pedestrians, but
instead on making the lights.

Q8: Identify lots that would be suitable for pocket parks and recreation spaces. What types
of activities would you like to see there?



Anywhere that makes it located near young kids so they're parents can walk them
there; anything with natural features like trees.



Near the Post office ‐ outdoor music like the jazz concert two years ago. Near the
library clean up Noxon St to look better



A dog park would be great to have somewhere along the main street corridor. Also I
would love to see a space that could function like a community beer‐garden with
green space, seating, and a place for food trucks to park and serve. There would also
have to be an ordinance allowing people to consume alcohol inside the confines of the
park between the hours of sunrise to sunset or something to that affect.



Bocce courts? Small playgrounds? Or just a spot where people can sit and enjoy a
fountain?



any and all open public spaces would be beneficial



I'm not sure!



Farmer's Markets etc. But as we've seen with Murphy Park, the nicer you make an
open public space in this town, the more it becomes a gathering place for drug users
and the homeless. There are deeper problems here than how we use our vacant lots.
More money needs to be diverted to services and resources, so that we can ensure
that public spaces are used appropriately, and are open to families, before we start
creating more havens for drug use, drinking, prostitution, etc.



open eateries, farmers market, shuffle board area, sun seating, Kiosks with digital info
& chargers, kids climbing space w/safe ground ‐ sand?), tables with a grid for chess
or checkers, small stage w/bench seating for music or impromptu productions by

schools, clubs etc., I would love to see something by the river before Poughkeepsie
gives it all away to private concerns. We have limited access now.


ice cream shop that alternates with soup shop



Only those that don't attract development



OK I give up where is this? There are many areas that could be enhanced for
neighborhood use such as; dog parks, open community outdoor recreation areas,
Farmers markets, Outdoor Ward meeting areas....



parks and recreation areas are not suitable for the business district.



cafe seating



some green space....gardens....



Between the civic center plaza building and the pizzeria should have more seating
and maybe another tree or two for those sunny days. that spot would actually be great
for a bunch of chess tables like the stone ones at the river. great for businesspeople
during lunch to mingle with local chessmasters. I think random benches would help
with people not rushing down the street, past businesses. we have enough parks we
just need to update them so that people use them.



What about the ymca?



Pocket parks and recreation spaces will not be used and are a waste of resources.



A community garden would be great in the vacant lot between Liberty Street and
Market Street.



Not familiar enough with Poughkeepsie to identify these.



Pocket parks are a great idea if properly developed and overseen by Police. The one
at the entry to the Underwear factory has drug attics hanging out.



Parks with quiet reading areas and even modest play areas for children of city
residents (fenced for safety), paved patios with permanent small tables/chairs were
residents might congregate for social activities, band shells or stage for concerts &
events. Convert a small portion of the Catherine St‐N Hamilton parking area into a
park. There already are trees to provide some shade.



Any lot that’s available. Turn it into green space. BEFORE it goes to a developer. Just
any piece of land should become a functioning garden or park or other. Or all the
parking lots. They can be parks too.



Mural Park ‐ farmers market



Everywhere



There's no shortage of green space in the city. I am not concerned about this as an
issue, but I am in favor of pocket parks and the like in general, including those that
take over street parking. I'd also support more bike racks.



Reopen the YMCA ‐ need an investor



Recreation areas needed. But don't know where.



South side of city hall, should be passive park. parking lot at mill and academy.



Let’s just clean up the parks we have firstly.



Get the guns off he basketball court. Shooting at rush hour last year when I was in
traffic



I'm not sure what they're called but the two lots between academy and market (the
one where they put the Christmas tree and the one one sorta across from it) should
be used 100% more than they are. I appreciate the benches and shrubbery that was
added to the one lot but it could have more. I've actually submitted numerous ideas
and art installation proposals for both of these parks but have never heard back.



Cannon Street Lot



Any number of the vacant ones.



Empty lots are great ideas to replicate the work done by The underwear factory,
however the pocket park there even looks overwhelmed by trash overnight some
weekends which does not attract people to come there. Solving the issue of trash in
the city should be high priority. Too often is trash strewn about the city. Maybe having
the sanitation crews take pictures of holes with garbage overflowing or toppled over
pails in the morning and fining the owners will help bring more awareness to the
issue and incentivize people to have better pails. Or be more cognizant of how trash
is handled.



Have to give this some thought.



weekly farmers market would be lovely in green space on main Street, or a communal
garden co‐op.



tables for people to eat, play cards, dominos, etc



MURAL SQUARE



Seating seating seating ‐‐ if it is inviting to sit, with shade and landscaping.



No more pocket parks.



We should have a city beer garden or ice skating rink at the river next to ice house.



It just isn't the place one would go to to recreate.



Playgrounds. Picnic tables.

Q9: To ensure a diverse supply of housing choices, what is the best location in
Poughkeepsie's Central Business District for multi‐family housing?


Anywhere as long as it's affordable housing or mixed affordable housing. It's more
important that it gets done at all.



There is a need for housing adults 55+ after they sell their houses. They would
potentially live in an urban area that is walkable and has public transportation. The
waterfront is improving but needs more attention. It is an asset that is underutilized.



anywhere in the middle main district. If you want that district to improve, build
housing and the influx of people creates more customers for the businesses in that
neighborhood, making it more attractive to developers.



Upper main area



I don't know



Houses in the central business district would need to be mixed housing.



There are many empty apartments in multi‐family houses. Why not promote usage of
those instead of building more big complexes. Offer some incentives or opportunities
for landlords to spruce up their properties or network for reliable tenants



In the empty buildings that we already have. No reason to waste money building new
apartments when we have plenty of empty buildings with beautiful architecture and
facades already.



I'm not as concerned with multi‐family housing as I am a tax break for seniors in their
own homes. Don't call STAR enhanced a tax break.



on the parking lots



Upper floors of buildings on Main Street with commercial tenants on ground floors



Outside though in proximity to the immediate Central Business District



None in the BD, that's what killed Main Mall.



i don't know



Above the local businesses. Those apartments are large and airy with beautiful
brickwork. They just don't need to cost as much.



Rents are going up, income stagnant



The city cannot afford any more low cost housing. It brings crime and forces higher
income people to leave.



No opinion



No idea.



A city should have business centralized and housing at the perimeter within walking
distance. There are few exceptions where housing is located above businesses.



The new housing development at Pine Street is a massive eyesore and obstructs views
of the Hudson River. Poor planning. There is a tendency for the local planning boards
to encourage housing developments without examining the cost of services
(improved infrastructure, police, garbage disposal, road maintenance, etc) that the
city must provide. Taxes are insufficient to cover those services and tax breaks to the
developers fail to add to the city's revenue.



Not sure how to answer this. Families and communities should be amongst each
other. Right now the impoverished African American community is primarily on the
North side. This separation is unacceptable. We all need to coexist so urban housing
needs to be accepted by the community anywhere.



There already is plenty. Needs to open up to students



Take over the parking lots on west bound arterial with mixed use housing and retail



There should be apartments above the stores all along Main Street. I am less worried
about affordability right now versus attracting a truly diverse group of residents (i.e.,
compete with Beacon and Kingston for people who have options on where to live).



I don't know, but it should be located to attract high income tenants, possibly
commuters



Don't know



Wherever!



Any available open space as long as you can provide adequate parking and open
space.



The residential situation compounds the business district now. Main Street is a classic
case of residential issues bringing the business district down.



Lower main



There is a significant amount of residential development going on. Pushing the in
process development along to completion will help better understand the needs.
There are many rentals in the city which are not well kept and maintained. Better
enforcement of cleaning up existing or rundown homes could help. The city needs to
be wary of over development. Focusing on bringing better paying jobs to the city will
attract more residents.



Above commercial spaces.



All along Main St.



Mill St. Parking lot, 316 Main, the old foodworks.



Above storefronts, in smaller side streets



Krannel Street lot



Anyplace someone would be willing to live.



Housing costs are not burdensome. The issue is that there is a lack of good housing.
Most are Dilapidated and worn down. I would like to see codes enforced and
potentially these landlords making places livable.



The first floor of the underwear factory.



Unsure.

Q10: Please provide any general feedback or suggestions that were not addressed in
this survey.



I support and respect the police and they do a vital job but I'm really tired of watching
them break traffic laws.



Trash and litter make the city appear worse than it is. There are no trash receptacles
and people just toss items out of their cars. Provide attractive lighting and receptacles.



Keep up the good work at City Hall, looking forward to more improvements.



PAVE MAIN ST, IT'S LIKE DODGING A MINE FIELD... CLEAN UP MAIN



Thank you for doing this! I feel passionately about reviving this area. How can we get
businesses that are on Route 9 to move down to Main St?



Garbage along the streets, especially along the arterials. I regularly walk the White St
to Worral Ave area of the eastbound and my name for it is "the Trash Walk". It is
always disgusting. We need a clean up the city campaign!



Great questions, keep it up.



Special regular scheduled trolly busses that take people from the train station up
Main St, to the Walkway, to Vassar, to Middle Main. Small charming antiquy busses
that are fun and easy to ride. Pok needs a Visitor Center near the train station, at the
Walkway entrance, and mid‐Main st.



Poughkeepsie should consider it's current citizens and making things better for them
before trying to attract others to come. We get ignored in the quest for NEW &
DIFFERENT.



we need an independent book store with a coffee store attached. Also clarity about
how new businesses can get a tax break



Keep one city bus and a driver or two to drive a single inner city route that runs the
length of Main Street from Waryas Park to Raymond Avenue, and back again.



It is hard to know where we can park and we don't feel safe so we avoid downtown



Thank you for providing this opportunity for public comment. It could lead to a
Citizen / Administration committee. There are many citizens who possess valuable
knowledge and resources & are interested in the positive development of our City.



Enforcement of sanitation laws and more Police presence to assure safety.



I like the trash cans and their signage. I love the brick work on the sidewalks on Main
Streets, but can we please do something about the large pieces that are missing? The

last thing we as a city need is a lawsuit for a fall. Can we get street vendors? Like the
push cart kind? That's a small business push as well as foot traffic for other businesses
in the area.


The city looks like shit, garbage everwhere. business that create garbage should be
taxed to provide for cleaning up the mess, dunking donuts, McDonald's etc, I'm a
building manager I pick up their garbage everday. not enough garbage cans not
emptied soon enough. Shamefully have the people's of city no pride



The city is NEVER going to improve until you curb the crime. Everything in this survey
is unimportant in the long run.



It would be nice to have trash cans permanently located on both ends of walking
streets like Garden St and Liberty St.



This can be an incredible time for Poughkeepsie to improve and change. I believe
there should be tax incentives for small, independently owned businesses and retails
shops and restaurants to flourish in the downtown area. I think there should be
campaigns extolling the natural beauty and the incredible artistic resources that exist
here such as the Bardavon, Locust Grove, etc. I think there should be special
incentives for college students to set up shop in the area, there must be a wealth of
talent graduating each year that may want to settle in the area.



I am very interested in the development of Poughkeepsie and being involved.
Regards, olson+partners, inc.



Great questions but they are not independent as given here. They need to be
addressed as part of a comprehensive plan. Question: How do you get a Whole Foods
to build in the city? Answer that and you will be a step closer toward revitalization.



This was a long awaited survey that needed to happen and it should be taken
seriously. Poughkeepsie should be just as desirable as Beacon or Hudson or the
Catskills. We have the infrastructure and architecture but we need to appeal to
financial and state assistance to become the city we were always supposed to be.
These are the right questions. The throving on the city hinges on urban planning and
development. Its how we execute this that is the issue. We need support. But its all
right there for the talking. The potential of PK is immeasurable.



Please ensure the city bus system is merged with the county, to ensure healthy public
transport long term.



Reduce barriers to development.



Good idea to seek input. But I am afraid I am not the only one without the knowledge
needed to answer so many location questions.



You should have offered multiple choice questions with an "other" option.



complete bike path behind jail and. increase night hours on walkway.



I would have loved to complete this survey but I needed more guidance. I would have
liked to have been offered choices. I do not know the names of the all the streets and
areas and I needed to know specific information to answer these questions.



Not related to Central Business District, but pertains to eyesore, zombie properties.
Any homeowner or bank who cannot keep up with basic upkeep to the point it
adversely affects the quality of life of surrounding homeowner should be seized by
the city and offered to local investors who are willing to fix them up and make them
nice again. I speak for myself, having renovated many buildings in the COP, id be
willing to take them all use my own hard earned money to fix them up and help get
the City where it needs to be.



What ever happened to supporting ban arts community? Other than courts not many
businesses are going to locate downtown.



Figure out how to get the YMCA back up and running so the youth have somewhere
to go



Encourage gentrification, art/lofts, bars/restaurants and neighborhood connections.
Overhaul zoning/building codes/requirements.



Reducing the cost for permits may help in easing the burden to develop or rebuild or
improve by developers and homeowners alike. It also may make people more willing
to have permits for work that is done at their properties which may in turn bring in
more revenue to the city.



The taxi situation ‐‐‐ fares ‐‐‐ should be investigated and fare zones be revised to
reflect distance to be traveled and how many separate parties can share a taxi.



there needs to be a zoning regulation to prevent multiples of the same exact business
to open on the same block, it will deter multiple bodegas, beauty supply, etc



Hurry up.



Landscaping, artistic crosswalks, corner bump outs would all make walking a more
pleasant experience. Full glass storefronts, not obscured with signage or products,
would make the street feel safer and attract more people into stores.



Please do not spend tax dollars on these efforts. Thank you for seeking input.



Please proceed with the riverfront master plan. Give people places to live that are not
embarrassing. The Main Street lifts will be good as is the riverfront condos. We need
more upscale housing on main there are old abandoned buildings that could be
demolished. Spankys bar for example. The abandoned huge building on main. Why
are these allowed to sit vacant? Nobody wants to live next to that and go to
wappingers, town of p or Fishkill.

APPENDIX D

Rezone Downtown Poughkeepsie
Land Use Regulations for a New Innovation District
What is the Poughkeepsie Innovation District?
An innovation district is a densely populated urban neighborhood that stimulates jobs and local business
development by bringing together residents, community organizations, and anchor institutions into new creative
partnerships. The City of Poughkeepsie is blessed with a historic Main Street, excellent academic institutions,
strong local leadership, and vibrant diverse community. The Poughkeepsie Innovation District will build upon all
these assets, converting underutilized downtown land into a new hub for applied design, light industry, maker
spaces, and community arts programming.

Why do we need to change the zoning code?
Innovation districts thrive in mixed use environments where people spontaneously meet each other in
collaborative workspaces, educational centers, restaurant and cafes, living rooms, and on the sidewalk. The
city’s current zoning code allows for mixed use but the regulations fall short of inspiring the type of transit and
pedestrian development that promotes networking and ensures a high concentration of commercial and
cultural activity. Moreover, much of Poughkeepsie’s downtown is underutilized, vacant, or neglected. In order to
support the housing needs of existing and future residents while also creating a bustling well-connected business
environment, the City has undertaken a detailed reexamination of the current land use regulations and proposed
ways of revising them to support an innovation district.

What regulatory changes are under consideration?
Today



Permitted
Land Uses

Minimum
Lot
Coverage
Minimum
Height

Allows a variety of retail businesses,
professional offices, personal services,
entertainment and cultural establishments
and related activities, such as parking
and pedestrian spaces
Permits auto-oriented uses and drivethrough uses





None



Establishes minimum lot coverage requirements
to minimize vacant space and increase density



None



Establishes minimum height to encourage greater
utilization of land in the City’s economic center



Permits a maximum height of 10 stories
throughout the CBB with a potential to
increase to 12 stories



Varies maximum height allowances from 5 to 9
stories depending on sub district
Includes a bonus of two additional stories for
developments that provide a community benefit
component such as affordable housing

Single Family Residence – 2 spaces
Multi-family Residential
o 1 space per studio unit
o 1.5 space per one-bedroom unit
o 2 spaces per two-bedroom unit
Retail – 1 space per 300 square feet
Restaurant – 1 space per 3 seats
Office – 1 space per 300 square feet





Maximum
Height




Parking

Proposed















Permits a mix of retail, professional offices, and
cultural establishments
Allows multi-family residential units and live/work
spaces as-of-right
Prohibits car-oriented businesses such as
automobile garages and drive-through uses
Prohibits the development of surface parking as
the predominant use on any parcel

Removes minimum parking requirements from
Historic Core sub district to facilitate adaptive
reuse of existing buildings.
Reduces minimum parking requirements for all
other districts to allow for better utilization of land
and encourage a walkable, pedestrian-oriented
downtown.
Allows developers to build as much parking as
they deem necessary to a projects’ viability by
not including maximum parking requirements

Rezone Downtown Poughkeepsie
District

Historic
Core
(HC)

Urban
Village
(UV)

Civic
Corridor
(CC)

Creative
Edge
(CE)

Illustrative Image

Land Use
Objective

Permitted
Frontage
Typologies

Vertically mixed
buildings with
engaging uses such as
restaurants, bars,
personal services and
galleries on the
ground floor, and
residential or office
units on upper floors.

Shopfront

Multi-family
residential with some
office and ground
floor uses such as
restaurants, bars,
retail, personal
services, and
galleries. Pedestrian
plazas and parks are
permitted.

Shopfront
Forecourt

Civic and educational
uses with quality
open
space
and
pedestrian
plazas.
Multi-family
and
student housing is
also permitted.

Shopfront
Forecourt
Courtyard

Lite industrial
“maker” spaces,
office, and live-work
uses with some
allowance for lowdensity residential
such as townhomes,
two-family homes,
and subdivided
single-family homes.

Building Heights

Lot Coverage

a = Minimum Height
b = Maximum Height

c = Minimum Lot Coverage
d = Maximum Lot Coverage
e = Front Setback
f = Side Setback
g = Minimum Rear Setback
h= Frontage Occupancy

Parking Minimums

No minimum parking requirements.
All parking spaces shall be set back at
least 40 feet from the front lot line
and screened from view of street.

Multifamily
Residential
Student
Housing
General Retail
Personal
Service
Business
Restaurant or
Café
Office

0

Multifamily
Residential
Student
Housing

.5 per unit +1 visitor space
per 10 units
1 per br with potential to
waive if within 1,320’ of
parking facility
1 per 500 SF of GFS

General Retail

Shopfront
Stoop
Terrace
Courtyard
Arcade
Gallery

Preliminary Zoning Regulations for Proposed Innovation District

.5 per unit +1 visitor
space per 10 units
1 per br with potential to
waive if within 1,320’ of
parking facility
0

1 for every 4 seats or 1
space per 250 SF of GFS
0

Personal
Service
Business
Restaurant or
Café
Office

1 per 350 SF of GFS

Residential
Dwelling
General Retail

.5 per unit + 1 visitor
space per 10 units
1 per 350 SF of GFS

Personal
Service
Business
Restaurant or
Café
Office

1 per 350 SF of GFS

1 per 250 SF of GFS

Activation & Community
Benefit Features

Required
•
Ground floor transparency of 70%
•
Upper floor transparency of 25%
•
Landscaping in front setbacks
Encouraged/Permitted
•
Outdoor café seating
•
Green building techniques

Required
•
Ground floor transparency of 50%
•
Upper floor transparency of 25%
•
Landscaping in front setbacks
•
Large lots broken up via new
streets & pedestrian walkways
Encouraged/Permitted
•
20% affordable housing
•
Pocket parks
•
Green infrastructure
•
Green building techniques
Required
•
Ground floor transparency of 70%
•
Upper floor transparency of 25%
•
Landscaping in front setbacks
Encouraged/Permitted
•
20% affordable housing
•
Outdoor café seating
•
Pedestrian plazas and parks
•
Green infrastructure
•
Green building techniques

1 per 400 SF of GFS

1 per 250 SF of GFS
1 per 400 SF of GFS

Required
•
Ground floor transparency of 40%
•
Upper floor transparency of 25%
•
Landscaping in front setbacks
Encouraged/Permitted
•
20% affordable housing
•
Pedestrian plazas and parks
•
Green infrastructure
•
Green building techniques

LAND USE LAW CENTER
PACE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
W H I T E

P L A I N S

N E W

Y O R K

POUGHKEEPSIE CENTRAL BUSINESS INNOVATION DISTRICT MEETINGS
The following notes capture comments received during a public workshop held on May 17, 2017
on the proposed innovation district rezoning. The consulting team presented a PowerPoint
presentation regarding the specifics of the zoning of the innovation district, including how the
regulations would change under the new zoning, describing the various zones typologies, the
permitted land uses, the minimum lot coverage and height, and the parking requirements. In
order to educate the public on the technicalities of zoning, participants were asked to
participate in an exercise that had people choosing a development image, selecting a site in the
new sub districts, and then participating in drawing the height, footprint, and façade in
conformance with the zoning regulations. The following comments were received.

COMMENTS


















If development occurs on Cannon Street lot, encourage a pedestrian thru‐way
through the parcel to create "southern gateway connecting Cannon to Main Street"
Like Cast Iron Building as model for Historic Core
Clarify is protrusions over PROW are permitted (i.e. canopies, balconies, etc.)
Extend Creative Edge to Noxon Street ‐ housing stock on Noxon and Academy is
poor, why not extend?
Clarify min/max floor heights
Is retention of historic facades required?
Clarify upper level setbacks to maintain access to light and air. Require setbacks
after 5 floors.
Concerning lot coverage ‐ clarify maximum depth of building without setbacks
Are roof gardens and towers allowed? How high and wide can they be?
Add bicycle parking requirements for office and residential buildings
Are there parking requirements for building extensions?
Proposed parking requirements are too high for Urban Village and Civic Corridor
How do you address windows on zero‐lot‐line buildings?
Are the community benefit features targeted at a specific threshold?
In CE would like to see artist lofts on 2nd and 3rd floors, community gallery and cafe
on ground floor, and maker's shop on ground floor with mural on side and sculpture
park
In HC would like to see historic fronts with bike shop, bakery, cafe, gallery








Assemble lots along Church Street and consolidate into larger lots for larger stores
(i.e. Best Buy, Ikea, Dicks, etc.)
In HC would like to see four story building with art center, dance studio, community
rooms, and studios
In CC would like to see youth center focused on after‐school activities and partnered
with anchor institutions and local nonprofits
I love lessening all the requirements for parking! Exited to see things take shape.
In HC would like to see two story building with coffee shop and loft apartments on
upper floor.
In HC would like to see three story building with cafe, food stuffs shop (i.e. cheese,
prepared foods, bread), outdoor seating

